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President’s Message……
Dear Members,
Year 2020 has been the year of uncertainties. As the year 2020 ends and we move into New Year 2021, we see
a new-found optimism with expectations of a better economic and industrial performance in the year ahead.
While the period since March 2020, when the covid-19 pandemic struck, was tough for businesses across
the sectors, the gradual reopening of the economy and introduction of a series of stimulus measures by the
Government and RBI are helping in the recovery process. Incoming data with several leading indicators are
reflecting that the recovery is much faster than anticipated and we would be looking at an upward review of the
GDP projections for the full year vis-a-vis earlier forecasts.
With a view to continue supporting the recovery process, the Government has also come out with a series of
fresh announcements as part of the Atmanirbhar Bharat Package 3.0. As different arms of the Government
work with stakeholders to bring the economy on the growth path, it is important for the policymakers of mining
to continue making such changes to the policies, which can ramp up the contribution of the sector to GDP.
Successful auction of the lapsing leases in March 2020 and launch of Commercial coal mining has been one
of the highlights of the year 2020 for the mining sector and we expect many such interventions in the year
2021. Under the Atmanirbhar Bharat scheme, in May 2020, the Centre had announced enhancing private
investments in the mineral sector and bringing in other reforms.
In order to implement the announcements, the Ministry of Mines has proposed legislative amendments to the
MMDR Act, 1957 for undertaking structural reforms in the mineral sector with the objective of accelerating
growth and employment generation and we expect the announcement of the amendments soon.
I would like to take this opportunity to extend my profound thanks to MEAI, Hyderabad Chapter and Alumni of
Mining Engineers’ Association (Osmania University and Kakatiya University) for organising an online conference
on the Diamond Jubilee Celebrations of the Mining Engineering Department in the College of Engineering,
Osmania University.
I would also like to congratulate MEAI, Bangalore Chapter, for organising a webinar on the new Occupational
Safety, Health and Working Code 2020, where different aspects of the Code and its effect on the industry were
discussed threadbare.
MEAI has been advocating for conducting the statutory examination for Mines Managers Certificate
of Competency at the earliest and it gives me immense pleasure to state that DGMS has published
the examination notification. This would help many budding mining professionals to take the statutory
Managers certificate after clearing the examination.
At the end, as the news of Covid-19 vaccine development and its rollout programme in India brought us a new
ray of hope and enthusiasm when we enter the New Year 2021, I would like to urge the readers not to let the
guard down and request you to continue taking the precautions, till the time we completely come out of this
pandemic.
Wishing you and your family a Happy & Prosperous New Year 2021.
Stay safe!
Best Wishes!
Sanjay Kumar Pattnaik
President
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Editor's Desk
Mineral resources are the assets of the Nation. Ever-changing business philosophy of the apex political leadership
of the Nation and the fluctuating global impulses might be responsible for choosing such fluctuating positions.
Commercial coal mining in India started by the East India Company in 1774 but its growth remained sluggish for
nearly a century due to lack of demand. The demand however improved by the introduction of steam locomotives in
1853 and further increased during the First World War but only to slump again in the 1930s. Several Indians pioneered
Indian involvement in coal mining from 1894 by establishing collieries and broke the prevailing monopoly held by
the British and other Europeans. Therefore, the commercial coal mining remained steady in the hands of private
companies before attaining India’s independence.

Dr. P.V. Rao
Editor, MEJ

To increase coal production efficiently through systematic and scientific development, the National Coal Development
Corporation (NCDC) was established in 1956 with the collieries owned by the railways. The Singareni Collieries
Company Ltd. (SCCL), which was already in operation since 1945, was converted into a government company in
1956. Thus, the state-owned companies started leading the coal industry in India in the 1950s.
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Lack of adequate capital investment from the private The government hailed it as the most
sector, adoption of unscientific mining practices and ambitious coal sector reform since 1972
poor working conditions of labour in some of the private when the sector was nationalized.
coalmines prompted the government to nationalise the private coalmines in a phased manner. The
coking coalmines, excluding those that were with the Tata Iron & Steel Company Limited and
Indian Iron & Steel Company Limited, were nationalised in 1971-72 under the Coking Coalmines
(Nationalisation) Act 1972 and brought under the newly formed government of India undertaking
Bharat Coking Coal Limited (BCCL). The Coal Mines (Taking Over of Management) Act, 1973,
enabled the right of the government to take over the management of the coking and non-coking coal
mines. It was followed by the nationalisation of all these mines on 1.5.1973 with the enactment of
the Coal Mines (Nationalisation) Act, 1973 that determined the eligibility of coal mining in India.
To enable better organizational and operational efficiency in the coal sector, the Coal India Limited
(CIL), a new public-sector company, was formed on 1st November 1975. Owing to the aforementioned
reasons, the coalmines were nationalised in India.
However, after four decades of coalmines nationalisation, the monopoly of CIL over commercial
mining was broken with the enactment of the Coal Mines (Special Provisions) Act, 2015 on 30th March
2015 enabling the government to allocate coalmines to private players and permitting them to mine
coal for use in their own cement, steel, power or aluminium plants. Both the Coking Coal Mines and the
Coal Mines Nationalization Acts were repealed by the Repealing and Amending (Second) Act, 2017
on 8th January 2018. The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs (CCEA), on 20th February 2018,
permitted private firms to enter the commercial coal mining industry in India and thereby completed
the full cycle of coalmines ownership switch from private to the state and back to private.
The latest move of the Indian government was intended to bring in Indian and foreign private companies
to ensure assured coal supply to the power sector, affordable power to consumers, and accountability
in allocation of coalmines. The government hailed it as the most ambitious coal sector reform since
1972 when the sector was nationalized. The sector will move from an era of monopoly to that of
competition and bring in greater efficiency, best possible technology, higher investment and more
employment in coal-bearing areas.
The government has been jubilant about commercial coal block auctions. In the 1st tranche of
commercial coal auctions, 42 companies participated. Against 38 coal blocks put up for auction, only
22 blocks witnessed participation. 98% of bidding happened in coal blocks with lower capacity (<10
Mtpa) but with similar preference towards both the high and low-grade coal. After 145 days since 18th
June 2020, MoC has successfully completed India’s first commercial coal block auctions wherein 17
companies succeeded in winning coal blocks. Government might receive Rs ~2000 crore of annual
revenue sharing through the auctions apart from Royalty, DMF & NMET. The process of coal blocks/
mines auction is continuing with the government re-inviting bids for auction of 4 coal blocks, which
are fully explored and with an annual peak-rated capacity of 52 Mtpa, for commercial mining. A word
of caution to prospective investors: Mining business is a high-risk proposition due to high capital
intensive, long gestation period and high stakeholder value; and hence risk assessment through duediligence is extremely important for all those participating in the auction of coal blocks.
- Editor
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Mining industry making headway on zero emissions
truck fleet – ICMM
The mining industry is making progress on the
introduction of a zero carbon truck fleet by 2040,
bringing in new partners as it strives to drive down
emissions, the head of the International Council
on Mining & Metals (ICMM) said on Tuesday.

"Natural diamonds are usually formed over billions of
years, about 150 kilometres deep in the Earth where
there are high pressures and temperatures above
1,000 degrees Celsius," Jodie Bradby, professor at The
Australian National University and one of the authors
of the study, said in a media statement. "The twist in
this story is how we apply the pressure. As well as very
high pressures, we allow the carbon to also experience
something called 'shear' - which is like a twisting or
sliding force. We think this allows the carbon atoms
to move into place and form Lonsdaleite and regular
diamond."

The initiative, announced two years ago, aims to
minimise diesel exhaust and introduce vehicle collision
avoidance technology by 2025, and hopes to see
greenhouse gas emission-free surface mining vehicles
used widely by 2040. The programme is backed by 27
of world’s biggest miners including BHP Group and 18
original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), including
Caterpillar, up from 11 OEMS two years ago, ICMM
Chief Executive Tom Butler said.

The RMIT team's pictures showed that the regular
diamonds only form in the middle of these Lonsdaleite
veins under this new method. (Image courtesy of
the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology). To
observe and understand how this process works,
the researchers used advanced electron microscopy
techniques to capture solid and intact slices from the
experimental samples to create snapshots of how the
two types of diamonds formed.

"It's proved a great vehicle for tackling climate change.
Investors have been putting a lot of pressure on our
members to accelerate (cuts) wherever they can," he
told Reuters. Mining truck fleets are typically diesel
powered and represent about a third of miners'
greenhouse gas emissions. Across its members,
emissions from large vehicles were responsible for 68
million tonnes of carbon dioxide, Butler said.

The pictures showed that the regular diamonds only
form in the middle of Lonsdaleite veins under this new
method. "Seeing these little 'rivers' of Lonsdaleite and
regular diamond for the first time was just amazing and
really helps us understand how they might form," Dougal
McCulloch, the study's lead author and a professor at
the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology, said.

ICMM members, who represent around 30% of the
global metals market, have now reviewed more than
650 individual mines to assess what’s needed to
reach the programme’s goals. Next year, they will look
at integrating the initiative into corporate planning
processes, allocating resources, and collaboration
among members, Butler said. “2040 is the aspiration
and that date was set through consultation with experts
within the membership. We wanted to set something
that is realistic … I’m optimistic that we should be able
to get there a little bit earlier.”
Reuters | November 24, 2020


According to the scientists, Lonsdaleite has the potential
to be used for cutting through ultra-solid materials on
mining sites. As such, they said that creating more of
this rare diamond is the long-term aim of their work.
Valentina Ruiz Leotaud, Mining.Com | Nov. 23, 2020


Scientists produce diamonds in minutes at room
temperature
Diamonds can now be produced in minutes – and
at room temperature. A study conducted by an
international team of scientists from The Australian
National University, RMIT University, the University
of Sydney and the Oak Ridge National Laboratory
and published in the journal Small reports that both
Lonsdaleite and regular diamonds can form at normal
room temperatures by just applying high pressures
– equivalent to 640 African elephants on the tip of a
ballet shoe.

Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 22,
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EU to secure access to 30 critical raw materials
The European Union has launched an initiative that
seeks to secure access to a total of 30 critical raw
materials by increasing domestic production and
promoting recycling of vital elements, particularly rare
earths. The European Raw Materials Alliance (ERMA),
a partnership of over 300 companies, business
associations and governments, will initially focus on
breaking Europe’s dependence on imports from China
and other resource-rich countries.
The EU imports around 98% of rare earths from China.
Turkey supplies 98% of its borate, while Chile meets
78% of Europe’s lithium needs. South Africa provides
71% of its platinum and Brazil supplies 85% of the
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old continent’s niobium, a crucial part of steel alloys
used in jet engines, girders and oil pipelines. "ERMA's
most important task is to secure raw materials supply
in Europe by identifying investment opportunities for
sustainable and socially responsible access to raw
materials in Europe from primary and secondary
sources," EIT RawMaterials chief executive, Bernd
Schäfer, said in a media statement.

allies capable of replicating the whole value chain.”
As part of its strategy to reduce reliance on imported
supply, the EU is also planning stricter green standards
for batteries, expected to be announced on December
9. The new rules aim to reduce the overall carbon and
material footprint of batteries manufactured or imported
into Europe.

The EU’s inventory of key materials grew in 2011 in
response to soaring commodity prices, and has more
than doubled over the past decade. In September, the
Brussels, Belgium-based body added lithium, bauxite,
titanium — used in aerospace and for orthopaedic
implants —and strontium — an ingredient for EV
magnets — to the list. The group of 27 nations will need
about 60 times more lithium and 15 times more cobalt
for electric vehicles (EV) batteries and energy storage
by 2050, analysts estimate. EU demand for rare earths,
used in high-tech devices and military applications, is
predicted to increase 10-fold over the same period.
From: Critical Raw Materials in Technologies and Sectors in The EU:
A Foresight Study.

	Uphill battle
Europe could quickly become independent on some of
the materials identified as critical. “For lithium needed
for batteries and storage, we’re confident that we can
be 80% self-sufficient by 2025,” EU commissioner
Maroš Šefcovic said at a virtual conference this week.

Cecilia Jamasmie, Mining.Com | November 27, 2020


He noted that about 15 new battery cell plants, or
gigafactories, were being built across Europe, including
in Italy, France, Germany, Hungary, Poland, Slovakia
and Sweden, which were expected to provide enough
cells to power at least 6 million EVs in less than five
years.

Iron ore is a strength for India but at a particular
cost, Jindal Steel & Power chairman, Naveen Jindal,
said on Wednesday, alluding to the unsustainable
premiums quoted for the Odisha auctions earlier this
year. Speaking at the 'Minerals, Mining and Metals'
e-conclave organised by the Bengal Chamber of
Commerce and Industry, Jindal said, whether it’s coal
or iron ore blocks, government cannot be a hoarder.

EU members will face some obvious and longstanding
difficulties along the way, including the tough
environmental and social regulations deterring
mining, FT.com analyst Alan Beattle wrote.

“If a few blocks are auctioned at a time then there is too
much competition and an artificial scarcity is created.
People end up paying a huge premium and then
they become unsustainable,” he explained. The high
premiums quoted for Odisha iron ore mines auctioned in
February and March have made them unviable. Bidders
had paid a huge premium, the average being 106 per
cent. As a result, only five out of 19 blocks auctioned
are operational. This has resulted in a shortage, which
in turn, has led to a surge in prices. Jindal pointed out
that “Prices had shot up in the last four months. This
was hurting the steel industry,” he added.

He cited as an example the Norra Karr project in
Sweden, Europe’s largest known rare earths deposit,
which was declared off-limits to further exploration
by the country’s supreme administrative court. The
decision, Beattle noted, was triggered by potential
environmental risks from the proposed operations and
reversing that decision would be difficult.
“Other problems reflect the peculiarities of the
materials involved. Supply chains for rare earths and
the like are particularly hard to diversify (…) So when
the EU goes looking for supplier countries to produce
materials to feed into its manufacturing, it wants stable,
environmentally sensitive and economically advanced
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 22,
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Selling few iron ore blocks infrequently creates
artificial deficit: Jindal
Says people end up paying a huge premium and then
the assets become unsustainable

Steel prices have increased sharply in the past few
months. While it is fueled by revival of domestic demand
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and in line with international trend, the surge in iron ore
prices have also added to it. Moreover, the shortage
was impacting steel production for some steelmakers.
Coal and mines secretary, Anil Kumar Jain, said,
"Odisha auctions had not gone the intended way. I do
hope in the coming months, production stabilizes,” he
said.

Also, PSUs, particularly in the oil sector, which are
set to make big inventory gains due to firming up of
crude prices, may also be looked at for higher interim
dividends or special dividends and a few may even be
considered for share buyback, depending on market
conditions. In a recent review meeting, the Finance
Ministry had asked all central PSUs to step up their
investment and complete 75 per cent of FY21 capex by
December and more than 100 per cent by March next.

Comparing with commercial coal mining bids, he said
that the bids had got the right kind of response at 35
per cent on an average. Whereas, in iron ore, it shot up
and then people defaulted, he pointed out. The highest
premium quoted for Odisha auction block, it may be
mentioned, was 154 per cent. The secretary said that
the Centre was looking at mining reforms. “They are
very critical strategic reforms,” he said.

The idea is to increase the capital expenditure in order
to strengthen the country's industrial growth that has
slowed down in the Covid-19 period. But if the targets
are not achieved, sources said, money should reach
the exchequer in the form of dividends or any other
instrument. With the central government the largest
shareholders in PSUs, higher dividends would largely
help it to fill its coffers at a time when revenue is
constrained due to a overall fall in economic activity
during the pandemic while expenditure has risen
sharply.

Jindal said that mining in India was not easy. “We
have to make things easier. There must be clarity on
rules and regulations,” he said, while adding that there
should be a single window mechanism for clearances.
Later in the conclave, the question of whether iron ore
exports should be banned in the wake of the shortage
also came up.

Dividends from non-financial PSUs have been budgeted
at Rs 65,747 crore in FY21. Any increase in this amount
will give a boost to non-tax revenue of the government
and help it bridge the rising fiscal deficit that as per the
initial estimates is now pegged close to 8 per cent of
GDP. Union Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman and
her predecessors, including late Arun Jaitley and P
Chidambaram, have maintained the policy of advising
non-financial state-owned companies that if they are
not utilising their cash reserves for capex needs, they
should give it to the Centre through dividends or share
buybacks.

NMDC chairman and managing director, Sumit Deb,
said, most of its exports have 57-58 per cent Fe content
which was not utilised by the domestic steel industry.
Iron ore with more than 58 per cent Fe content attracts
export duty. Deb pointed out that in the case of pellet
exports there was no duty and with very little value
addition, they were being exported. “The government
could look into this,” he said.
Ishita Ayan Dutt, BS, Kolkata | December 9, 2020


As per the guidelines issued by disinvestment
department DIPAM, every CPSE is required to pay a
minimum annual dividend of 30% of PAT or 5% of the
net worth, whichever is higher. While the government
is looking at its PSUs for investments and dividend,
the companies are finding it difficult to meet capex
targets, given the financial and project implementation
constraints.

With revenue constrained, government may look at
PSUs for higher dividends
Centre may look towards its cash-rich public sector
undertakings and those falling behind on their capex
plans for current fiscal to declare higher dividends this
year
The Union government may look towards its cash-rich
public sector undertakings and those falling behind on
their capex plans for current fiscal to declare higher
dividends this year to reward their shareholders in this
difficult period of Covid-19 pandemic. Officials sources
said that the PSUs with stock prices higher than their
book values and those with sufficient cash may be
asked to shell out higher dividends in FY21. A call will
be taken after the third quarter results of companies
are declared in late January or early February next
year.

Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 22,

No. 6

Officials of a few PSUs said that Covid-19 had severely
dented the demand and slowed implementation of
projects. Consequently, there is a already strain on
their resources that would get further heightened if
additional dividends were to be paid. Several PSUs in
power and mining space have completed just about
40 per cent of their annual capex by November due to
constrained business environment.
IANS, BS, New Delhi | December 6, 2020
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Angola invites Indian companies to invest in
diamond mining, processing
Angola is the third largest producer of diamonds
in Africa and has only explored 40 per cent of the
diamond-rich territory within the country, but has had
difficulty in attracting foreign investment.

Diamond Trading Company) for boosting Indo-Angola
trade ties.
"The Council has played an important role in bringing
the global trade to India and the government's policies
have ensured that we become the industry world
leaders. The Angola's proposal for India to invest on
diamond mining and processing is a lucrative offer and
we should look at it seriously, GJEPC Chairman Colin
Shah stated
PTI, Mumbai | December 5, 2020

African nation Angola has invited Indian companies to
invest in diamond mining and processing, a statement
said on Saturday. Angola is the third largest producer
of diamonds in Africa and has only explored 40 per
cent of the diamond-rich territory within the country, but
has had difficulty in attracting foreign investment.



"Angola is looking at foreign direct investment from
Indian companies to help realise the mining country's
potential," Pratibha Parkar, Indian Ambassador to
Angola, was quoted in a statement by the Gems and
Jewellery Export Promotion Council of India (GJEPC).
Parkar further stated that the country wanted to shed
its overdependence on oil exports and was keen on
diversifying its export basket to other segments.

The Supreme Court on Thursday said that State is
duty bound to restore the ecological imbalance and
there must be some stringent measures which may
have deterrent effect so that the violators may think
twice before causing damage to the nature. The top
court said that at the time when large scale damages
are being caused to nature, it is of the opinion that
the violators cannot be permitted to go scot free on
payment of penalty only. It said that sand and mines are
public property and the State being its custodian should
be more sensitive to protect the environment and
ecological balance.

Fernando Amaral of Sodiam (Angolan National
Diamond Trading Company) stated that diamonds
are an important source of avenue for Angola and its
people, and with the new diamond policy modalities
it would like to sell through sights, tenders and spots.
"The sight contracts will be only for two years. Angola
is hoping to increase diamond production from about 9
million carats per year to 15 million carats by 2022. We
invite Indian companies to invest in Angola and cut and
polish diamonds locally, he added.

A bench of Justices Ashok Bhushan and M R Shah
made the observations in the verdict related to illegal
sand mining in Madhya Pradesh and interpretation of
section 23A of Mines and Minerals (Development and
Regulation) Act, 1957 under which offences under the
law can be compounded by paying up the penalty. The
top court said that since the provisions of section 23A
of MMDR Act is not challenged, the provision stands
and it leave the issue of payment of penalty for causing
damages to the nature to the wisdom of the legislatures
and the concerned states.

To enhance diamond trade relations between Angola
and India, the Union government, the Gems and
Jewellery Export Promotion Council of India (GJEPC)
and delegates from Angola jointly organised the India
Global Connect.
India Embassy in Angola, GJEPC and Angola-India
Chamber of Commerce jointlyorganised the virtual
India Global Connect on December 3, GJEPC said in
the statement. India accounts to almost 10 per cent of
export trade of Angola and is also the second largest
African nation in terms of oil supply to India and gems
and jewellery provides a good opportunity to further
strengthen the trade between India and Angola.

The bench said that it is true that by permitting the
violators to compound the offences under the MMDR
Act, the State may get the revenue and the same shall
be on the principle of person who causes the damage
shall have to compensate the damage and shall have
to pay the penalty like the principle of polluters to pay
in case of damage to the environment.

India's imports of rough diamonds from Angola
amounted to USD 6.01 million in 2019-20, while exports
stood at USD 0.01 million, Parkar added. Angola could
look at the prospect of selling its rough through SNZs
(special notified zones) in India, and have an agreement
between GJEPC and Sodiam (Angolan National
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 22,
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Duty of state to restore ecological imbalance and
stop damage to nature: SC
The apex court said state was duty-bound to restore the
ecological balance and there must be some stringent
deterrent measures so that violators think twice before
causing damage to nature

It said that in view of the large scale damages being
caused to the nature and as observed and held by this
Court in the 2014 case of GNCTD versus Sanjay, the
12
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policy and object of MMDR Act and Rules are the result
of an increasing awareness of the compelling need to
restore the serious ecological imbalance and to stop
the damages being caused to the nature.

that may be filed by the authorised officer for taking
cognizance in respect of violation of various provisions
of the MMDR Act and Rules made thereunder.
The bench said that in a case where the violator is
permitted to compound the offences on payment of
penalty as per provision of Section 23A, of the MMDR
Act, there shall not be any proceedings or further
proceedings against the offender in respect of the
those offences under the MMDR Act. However, the
bar under subsection 2 of Section 23A shall not affect
any proceedings for the offences under the IPC, such
as, Sections 379 and 414 IPC and the same shall be
proceeded with further, it said.
PTI, New Delhi | December 3, 2020

when the violations like this are increasing and the
serious damage is caused to the nature and the earth
and it also affects the ground water levels etc. and it
causes severe damage as observed by this Court in
the case of Sanjay (2014), we are of the opinion that
the violators cannot be permitted to go scot free on
payment of penalty only, the bench said. It said that
there must be some stringent provisions which may
have deterrent effect so that the violators may think
twice before committing such offences and before
causing damage to the earth and the nature.


The bench said that it is the duty cast upon the State to
restore the ecological imbalance and to stop damages
being caused to nature as excessive in stream sand
and gravel mining from river beds and like resources
causes the degradation of rivers. It is further observed
that apart from threatening bridges, sand mining
transforms the river beds into large and deep pits, as a
result, the groundwater table drops leaving the drinking
water wells on the embankments of these rivers dry, it
added.

The third annual Coal vs Renewable Financial Analysis
2019 marks a second consecutive year-on-year decline
in coal funding in India following a 90 per cent decrease
in 2018. The report, made public on Tuesday, finds
a 126 per cent drop in funding from the commercial
banks to coal compared to 2018. There has also been
a significant drop in the state-owned financing of coal
projects. Lending to renewable energy projects saw a
minor contraction of six per cent year on year although
it received 95 per cent of the total lending to energy
projects.

The bench said that even otherwise, sand/mines is a
public property and the State is the custodian of the
said public property and therefore the State should
be more sensitive to protect the environment and
ecological balance and to protect the public property
the State should always be in favour of taking very
stern action against the violators who are creating
serious ecological imbalance and causing damages to
the nature in any form.

The report, prepared by the Centre for Financial
Accountability (CFA) and Climate Trends, looked
at 50 project finance loans across 43 coal-fired and
renewable energy projects in India. Only projects that
reached financial close between January 1, 2019, and
December 31, 2019, were included in the analysis.
"A significant drop in project finance to coal means
that financial institutes are beginning to realise the
associated financial and reputational risk in investing
in coal," said CFA Executive Director Joe Athialy.

The bench held that the Magistrate can in exercise of
powers under Section 156(3) of the CrPC order/direct
the concerned police station In-charge/SHO to lodge/
register crime case/FIR even for the offences under
the MMDR Act. It held that at this stage the bar under
Section 22 of the MMDR Act on any other proceedings
shall not be attracted. The bar under Section 22 of the
MMDR Act shall be attracted only when the Magistrate
takes cognizance of the offences under the MMDR Act
and Rules made thereunder and orders issuance of
process/summons for the offences under the MMDR
Act and Rules made thereunder, it said.

"Our policy makers need to read the writing on the
wall. Pushing healthy commercial banks into financing
unviable coal projects in India and abroad will only lead
to more stress in the financial sector," Athialy added.
2019 saw two coal projects (total capacity of 3.06GW)
receiving Rs 1,100 crore ($190mn) in project finance. In
2018, five coal-fired projects with a combined capacity
of 3.8GW received Rs 6,081 crore ($850mn). By
contrast, Rs 60,767 crore ($9.35bn) was lent to 17GW
of coal projects in 2017. Of the total lending to coal in

The top court ruled that for commission of the offence
under the IPC, on receipt of the police report, the
Magistrate having jurisdiction can take cognizance of
the said offence without awaiting the receipt of complaint
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 22,
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India sees consecutive year-on-year decline in coal
funding: Report
The report finds a 126 per cent drop in funding from the
commercial banks to coal compared to 2018
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2019, Rs 700 crore went towards refinancing of JSW
Energy's Barmer power plant in Rajasthan. This project
was also refinanced in 2018.

The coal ministry has again invited bids for four coal
blocks whose tender process was annulled in the first
round of auction for commercial mining, as the number
of technically qualified bidder for each mine was
just one. Of the four coal blocks, three are in Odisha
and one is in Jharkhand. "The nominated authority
conducted the first attempt of 11th tranche of auction
under CM(SP) Act and 1st tranche of auction under the
MMDR Act of identified coal mines/ blocks vide tender
document dated June 18, 2020," the coal ministry said
in a notice inviting tender.

Refinancing of projects almost always happens to
change term conditions such as interest rates or
maturity date. JSW Energy is among the progressive
private power generation companies that announced a
moratorium on construction of new coal power plants
and focussed on expanding their renewable energy
portfolio. The remaining Rs 400 crore ($91mn) went
towards financing NTPC's new coal project in Barh
in Bihar. The project's engineering, procurement and
construction responsibilities have been awarded to
Doosan Heavy Industries.

It added that as the number of technically qualified
bidders for the tender was less than 2 for Chendipada,
Chendipada-II and Kuraloi (A) North coal mines in
Odisha and Seregarha block in Jharkhand, the process
was annulled. The blocks, which are fully explored, have
an annual peak-rated capacity of 52 million tonnes
(MT).

NTPC, India's largest coal power operator, recently
announced a moratorium on construction of new
greenfield coal power plants.

"The nominated authority is initiating the second
attempt of auction of these coal mines with the same
terms and conditions as in the first annulled attempt
of auction," the ministry said. The auction of blocks for
commercial mining has opened India's coal sector to
private players.

"In addition to private and publicly owned coal power
companies, heavily industrialised states like Gujarat
and Maharashtra have also announced a no new coal
policy. These policies are being announced due to
the coal overcapacity problem as well as plummeting
cost of renewables. And it is clearly in the interest of
India's economic stability and developmental needs,"
added Delhi-based Climate Trends Director Aarti
Khosla. Forty-one renewable energy projects with
a total capacity of 5.15GW received a cumulative of
Rs 22,971 crore ($3220mn). Lending to wind energy
dropped 30 per cent, while lending to solar increased
by 10 per cent compared to 2018.

The first-ever auction of coal mines for commercial
mining witnessed "fierce competition".
Earlier, Coal Minister Pralhad Joshi said 19 auctioned
mines will generate total revenues of around Rs 7,000
crore per annum and create more than 69,000 jobs
once they are operationalised.

Solar dominated project finance loans to renewable
energy in 2017, 2018, and 2019. However, due to the
financial stress in India's power distribution companies,
investment in the renewable energy sector has been
impacted. They owe generation companies Rs 1,16,340
crore ($16bn) of which $1.1bn is owed to the renewable
energy generators.

In June, Prime Minister Narendra Modi launched the
auction process for 41 coal blocks for commercial
mining. Some of the large corporate groups that have
bagged blocks include Adani Enterprises, Vedanta,
Hindalco Industries and Jindal Power.
PTI, New Delhi | December 13, 2020

"While India is on track to achieve its Paris climate
commitments, its ambitious domestic target of 450GW
by 2030 might suffer if the financial condition of its
discoms doesn't improve. Phasing out old, inefficient,
and expensive coal power plants and replacing them
with renewable energy might be a way to reduce the
financial stress within the sector," Khosla added.
IANS, BS, New Delhi | November 24, 2020




Govt re-invites bids for auction of 4 coal blocks for
commercial mining
The blocks, which are fully explored, have an annual
peak-rated capacity of 52 million tonnes
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SC seeks reply from Centre, States on plea against
coal blocks auction in densely forest areas
New Delhi: The Supreme Court on Monday sought
response from Centre and seven states on a plea
challenging the decision to allocate/auction coal
blocks for commercial mining in densely forested
areas. A bench headed by Chief Justice S A Bobde
and Justices AS Bopanna and V Ramasubramanian
issued notice and tagged the matter along with other
pending matters related to mining. Advocate Prashant
Bhushan, appearing for an activist Sudiep Srivastava
said that this is a serious issue as the government has
itself declared the areas as no go areas. "Mr Bhushan,
January 2021
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we are issuing notice but we will take up this matter
along with other pending mining cases," the bench
said.

Mines Special Provisions Act 2015. 29 of these Blocks
were allotted by auction whereas 70 coal blocks have
been allotted to various Government Companies' Out
of these 99 coal blocks, in which 17 Coal Blocks were
classified as NO GO," the plea added. It said that the
allotment or auction of the Coal Blocks without any prior
forest clearance is in contravention of the provisions
of Forest Conservation Act 1980 and Environment
Protection Act 1986.

The seven states from whom the top court
has
sought
response
include
Chhattisgarh,
Jharkhand,
Maharashtra,
Odisha,
Madhya
Pradesh,
West
Bengal
and
Telangana.
The plea of Srivastava said, "The instant writ petition is
being filed in larger public interest under Article 32 of
the Constitution of India challenging the Union of India's
decision/s to allot different coal block by of auction and
allotment, situated in densely forested areas of the
different States whereas less forested coal blocks are
available in abundance".

"Still the Union of India has further announced auction
of 41 Coal Blocks for commercial purposes and out
of them 13 were classified as NO GO in the earlier
study and 8 were even classified as in violate by the
FSI," it said. The petitioner sought de-allocation of
all coal blocks situated in the densely forested areas
which were categorized as No Go in 2010 study beside
seeking a direction from the Court to Centre for proper
inventory of coal and all other major mineral deposits
on the basis of their environmental value.

It said that this is being done in contravention of
the principles of Sustainable Development and
Precautionary Principle since only 15 per cent of
Indian Coal Deposit lies beneath the Densely Forested
Areas and remaining 85 percent can fulfill even the
enhanced demand of the Coal for coming 50 to 70
years. "It is further pertinent to mention that the use
of coal world over is going to be less year by year
as renewable energy like Solar is now economically
viable. India being the signatory of the Paris Climate
Change Agreement also has an obligation to reduce/
control its carbon footprint. Combustion of coal itself is
a main source of CO2 emission and if the same would
be done by cutting dense forests which are the main
sink of CO2 then it would have a sort of quadrupled
impact on the climate," it said.

He also sought a direction by which no mineral blocks
should be allotted or auctioned without the prior forest
and environment clearance. Srivastava said that a
guideline is required to be framed for consideration
of the Forest and Environment Clearance proposals
for mining like any other developmental project
where alternates were required to be studied in
terms of the Forest Conservation Rules 1980 and
Environment Impact Assessment Notification 2006.
He sought quashing of the auction of the Coal Blocks
earlier categorised as NO GO and/or In-Violate and
de-allocation of all the coal blocks classified as No
Go (category A) and In-Violate category allotted/
auctioned between 2015- 2020, where mining has
not commenced. The petition also sought direction to
Centre to immediately notify all the NO GO (A category)
Coal Blocks of Go-No Go study and In-violate Coal
Blocks as Environmentally Sensitive Zone under the
Environment Protection Act of 1986.
PTI | Dec 14, 2020

The plea said that the allotment of other major mineral
deposits as well is being done in routine manner without
classifying the same in different categories on the basis
of environmental value and exploiting the less damaging
one at the first instance and saving the pristine area
thus compromising the environmental security of the
nation...", it said. The plea said that the decision to allot
Coal and other mineral blocks in dense forest especially
when less forested blocks are available is in direct
contravention of the National Forest Policy 1988 as well.
"In the aforesaid backdrop there is a need of a guideline
in terms of the classification of mineral deposits on their
environmental value to guide the clearance process
that certain biodiversity rich areas are not to be touched
unless the environmentally less important deposits are
completely exhausted," it said. The plea said that the
Centre did not consider the environmental aspect and
went on to allot/auction many such coal blocks which
were classified as No Go areas along with the the Coal
Blocks of the GO areas.



"As many as 99 Coal Blocks have been allotted/
auctioned to various government and private
companies between 2015 and till date under the Coal
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 22,

No. 6

Geological Survey of India signs MoU with Finland
counterpart for mineral exploration
Guwahati: Geological Survey of India has signed a MoU
with Geological Survey of Finland called GTK which will
benefit especially in the fields of mineral exploration,
geo-scientific data repository, landslide hazards and
its mitigation process. The MoU was signed between
Dr. Ranjit Rath, Director General, Geological Survey
of India and Mika Nykanen, Director General, GTK
Finland to collaborate in various aspects of Geology
and Mineral Resource exploration and management.
The MoU was signed during a virtual conference.
Bikash Singh, ET Bureau | Dec 05, 2020
(Continued on Page 22)
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GENERATING MUCKPILE CHARACTERISTICS FOR EFFICIENT LOADING
BY EXCAVATOR - A REVIEW (Part 2)
M.O. Sarathy*

Abstract
Blasting using chemical energy viz explosives is still considered to be the most economic and efficient method to fragment and
heave the material to be excavated from in-situ parent mass for further handling by excavator and transferring it to the desired site
through truck or conveyor. The characteristics of the muckpile is crucial for efficient loading by excavators. Excavation is carried
out using various types of excavators such as Back-Hoe, Front End Loader (also known as Wheel Loader), Hydraulic Excavator,
Hydraulic shovel, Rope Shovel and Dragline, each having its own requirements of fragmentation, muckpile looseness and muckpile
profile. An attempt is made to review the various aspects of muckpile characteristics vis-à-vis loading efficiency.
1. Factors THAT control muckpile SHAPE / profile /
SPREAD
Different initiation sequences are used in field applications
such as for cast blasting operations (overburden casting),
for segregating ore-waste rock to prevent dilution or to throw
material away from critical installation or equipment lying
under breakdown in the vicinity of proposed blast. Coal
seams previously worked by underground method are being
worked as opencast. Delay blasting is used for simultaneous
blasting of overburden and coal pillars (left in seams
previously mined out by Board and Pillar method), to prevent
contamination of coal and stone. Drill holes are accurately
placed and drilled up to the floor of the coal pillar. The drilled
portion in coal is charged with explosive and primed with
delay detonator. Portion of drill hole in overburden is charged
as a separate deck having its own delay detonator. The
explosive in coal deck is blasted first so as to swell and fill
the board area and then the overburden deck. This technique
enables removal of overburden and coal separately without
much contamination. Since accuracy of delay firing times in
the decks is critical, electronic detonators are an obvious
choice. In regular bench blasting, delay blasting sequence is
used for heaving up the blasted material suitable for shovel
loading or spread out for assisting front end loaders.

Figure 4 (a, b, c) - Muckpile profile characteristics (adapted from
Chiappetta2)

Table-5: Drill hole patterns coverage for various S/B ratios
Area of Coverage (%)

The muckpile profiles required for different types of
excavators is given in Figure-1. Figure-4 (a,b,c) explains
the features of various muckpile profiles in terms of throwspread, productivity and safety.

Spacing/Burden
(S/B) Ratio

Square
Pattern

Staggered
Pattern

1.00

77

98.5

1.15 *

76

100

1.25

75

99.5

1.50

71

94.6

2.00

62

77.0

*equilateral triangle pattern

Drill hole patterns used are (i) square (spacing = burden)
or rectangular (spacing > burden, normally between 1.16 –
1.4) (ii) in-line or staggered. Table-5 gives some insights to
drill hole coverage.

Esterhuizen7

Initiation sequences used are:
o
Row-by-row, with end drill holes in the row firing along
with the row behind.
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o
o

Diagonal (also known as open echelon).
‘V’ or ‘V1’ sequence (also known as chevron or closed
echelon).

front end loaders. Thornton15 observed that echelon pattern
gives best movement and recommended that benches must
be developed in such a manner to maximize use of diagonal
patterns.

1.1. Row-by-row delay pattern: The easiest sequence for
hook-up is the row delay, where all drill holes in the row
(except the ones at the extremities) are fired simultaneously
on the same delay. The two corner holes on either end of
the row are fired on the next delay along with the next or
subsequent row. In this pattern, the drilled burden and burden
at time of firing the row (effective or apparent burden) are the
same. When spacing = 1.0 to 1.4 B is used, simultaneous
firing of drill holes causes a pre-split effect between drill
holes in the row. Upon detonation, the cracks generated
travel a distance of 0.5-0.7 B and meet/join along spacing
and splits the rock, while cracks in front of drill hole have
also moved only 0.5-0.7 B. The split causes high pressure
gases to escape and energy loss. The combined effect of
all drill holes firing together causes longer throw, but with
0.3-0.5 B portion of burden near free face not cracked /
broken. Row by row blasting results in coarse fragments and
longer throw. For front-end loaders, the muckpile profile may
suitable but not the fragmentation. Using spacing S = 2B
would ensure equal crack propagation both front and side,
but would generate even larger fragments.

The delay interval between rows (across burden) is dependent
on (i) rock structure and burden distance (ii) the longitudinal
wave velocity (sonic velocity) of the material being blasted
(iii) Explosive characteristics. Hard, high density, fine-grained
rocks require lesser delay and soft, low density, coarsegrained rocks require higher delay. For the same rock, viz
strata being the same, lower burdens (smaller diameter
drill holes) require shorter delay and higher burdens (larger
diameter drill holes) require longer delay. Burden response
study described in section-xx is an excellent tool to arrive
at optimum delay. 1-5 ms/foot of spacing along the row and
2-3 times of this delay across rows (burden) can be used as
thumb rule/guideline. Back rows in a multi row blast should
have higher delay interval.
2. ANGLE OF REPOSE
Angle of repose is defined as the steepest angle from
horizontal at which a given material will remain stable on a
given surface on which it is piled, without sliding or rolling.
Crushed stone (aggregate) and wet sand have an angle of
repose of 45°. Muck with higher mean particle size results
in higher angle of repose (Singh and Cheung13). Angle of
repose has an effect on the scooping distance, bucket fill
factor and dig cycle time. In muckpiles with high angle of
repose, productivity will be high because bucket has to travel
less. With muckpiles of low angle of repose, bucket has to
penetrate longer distance into the muckpile to achieve high
fill factor. Moisture content and higher mean particle size
increase the angle of repose. Chaudhary4 carried out field
study in two surface coal mines. Mine A utilized 10 m3 electric
rope shovel, 85 MT dumpers, while Mine B utilized 2.5, 2.8
and 4 m3 hydraulic backhoes and 25 MT dumpers. It was
observed that cycle time of excavator was minimum with
fragment size of 0.30-0.45 m at Mine A (larger bucket) and
0.15-0.2 m in Mine B (smaller buckets). It was also observed
that excavator cycle time was optimum when muckpile angle
was in the range of 52-58°.

1.2. V (chevron), V1 pattern: According to dictionary a ‘V’
shaped line or parallel lines / stripes is known as chevron.
When there is only a single free face in front of the row of
drill holes, then it is common to start the blast in the middle
using a V or V1 pattern. This would result in a centralized
and concentrated muckpile suitable for shovel loading.
Fragmentation improves through in-flight collision / impact
of the moving/heaving mass from the many rows blasted.
The frontal throw would be within reasonable limits. When
slightly longer spread and lower muckpile height are desired,
then the blast is set-off with two drill holes firing together
(instead of one) and pattern developed. During the blast, the
resulting apparent or effective burden x spacing (Be x Se)
significantly varies vis-à-vis the drilled burden x spacing (B
x S). Equilateral triangle grid (S = 1.16xB, approximated to
1.2xB) offers the best coverage of drill hole and gives good
fragmentation when fired on a V1 sequence. Choudhary3
found mean fragment size to be lower in all study blasts with
‘V’ firing pattern in comparison to diagonal or in-line firing
and attributed this to greater rock collisions during burden
movement.

3. SWELL FACTOR, VOID PERCENTAGE and FILL
FACTOR
3.1. Swell factor: is defined as percentage volume increase
after fragmentation. After blasting, fragmented material
occupies a greater volume than its original in-situ volume
and causes voids that reduce weight per unit volume (Liu11).
After blast, material swells between 25-40%.

1.3. Diagonal (echelon) pattern: According to dictionary a
diagonal is called echelon. Diagonal pattern is actually onehalf side of a V pattern. Diagonal or echelon pattern is used
when two free faces are present in the bench viz in front
and one side. Throw is controlled using in-line or staggered
drilling and firing using V or V1 sequence. This results in good
fragmentation and a flat well spread muckpile suitable for
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 22,
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Swell is caused by gaps between rock fragments. Swell
factor (voids percentage) increases with increase in mean
particle size and uniformity index. Higher uniformity index
means very uniform fragmentation which will produce greater
voids in the fragmented material and result in higher swell
(Singh and Cheung13). The efficiency of loading machines is
strongly influenced by the diggability of muckpile. Diggability
appears to be affected by swell of muckpile. The diggability
is a complex function of fragmentation distribution, heave
delivered by the explosive and design of excavator. Particle
size has a more significant influence on swell than the
shape of the particles (Spathis14). Displacement and swell
are regarded as key criteria that influences loading. Heave
is often observed to be highest at the surface and front of
muckpile, reducing towards interior and rear. Swell may
also vary within a muckpile since intensity of blast action
is not same everywhere. The enhanced void ratio, related
to swell or loosening improves diggability. The angularity
and fragment shape are influenced by the in-situ structural
characteristics of the bench being blasted and controls void
ratio, muck shear strength and diggability (Hanspal9).

When pile density is high, it means that the spaces between
particles are small resulting in a higher bucket fill factor,
which in turn increases the loader’s working output. If pile
density is low, space between particles is more resulting in a
decrease of volume of the loaded material, thus decreasing
the loader bucket’s working capacity. A specific charge of
0.603 kg/m3 gave a pile density of 1.795 t/m3 as against
specific charge of 0.4 kg/m3 resulting in a pile density of
1.698 t/m3, thus demonstrating that higher specific charge
(lower powder factor) results in better fragmentation.
Quote…After fracturing and fragmentation of the
rock mass, the next requirement of the explosive is to
increase the fraction of voids in the rock mass, thereby
producing a muckpile which can be readily excavated
by the available machinery. The ability of the explosive
to produce an easily diggable muckpile is related to
the heave component of the energy of detonation…
Unquote
c) Fill factor: is the percentage of available volume in a
bucket/hauler body that is actually used. For example, fill
factor 87% means that 13% of rated volume is not being
filled/carried (catallday.com)

Table-6: - Five categories of swell factor (Liu ) used in
underground stopes
11

Swell
Category Factor
%

Nature of Swell

I

1–5

Fractured rock

II

5 - 15

Fragmented, but muckpile ‘frozen’

III

15 - 25

Fragmented, with mucking difficulties

IV

25 - 35

Fragmented rock in natural reposing
state or free running state

V

35 - 50

Fragmented rock filled in ore-bins or
trucks

4. MOIST MUCKPILES
Fine fragments of hydrophilic minerals (materials having a
tendency to mix with, dissolve in, or be wetted by water) that
have absorbed moisture results in a cohesive sludge that
sticks to the excavator bucket causing loading problems due
to excessive stickiness (Hanspal et al9). Moist muckpiles
containing soft material such as clay and clay-minerals
stick to the excavator bucket requiring frequent cleaning.
Stickiness increases with mean particle size and moisture
content. Moistness also increases the angle of repose of
blasted muckpile (Singh and Narendrula12).

3.2. Voids: is related to fragmentation and voids percentage
is a measure indicating looseness of muckpile. If voids
in muckpile are more, then actual amount of material in
the bucket would be less, leading to under-filling, underutilization. Void percentage increases as mean particle size
increases and gives an indication that muckpiles become
loose as mean fragment size increases. In muckpiles having
smaller mean particle size, the voids are less and hence
muckpile is tight. As index of uniformity value increases, so
does void percentage. (Singh and Narendrula12, Doctan5).

5. FINDINGS FROM FEW FIELD STUDIES
1. Proper fragmentation and forward movement of the
blasted mass is a pre-requisite for loading. Height of
muckpile and throw are strongly influenced by (i) burden
(ii) bench height (iii) heave energy of explosive (iv)
fragment size distribution in muckpile. While carrying
out multi-row blasting, the drill hole / row of drill holes
(at the back) must wait for the material in front to move
out sufficiently and provide free face. Rock from the
top of the bench (collar / stemming zone) travels less
distance as it is devoid of explosive energy. The burden
it the middle of explosive column attains the highest
velocity and hence gets thrown more (viz travels
farthest) (Singh and Cheung13). The lower portions of
the blast drag / carry along the fragments from the top
during heave (Figure-5).

LeJuge and Cox10 have described the requirement of
creation of voids in muckpile. Extract is given below:
Tosun et al16 use a term ‘pile density’ which is defined by the
pile particle size distribution of the fragments in the muckpile.
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 22,
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Table - 7: Fill factors of various materials
Material Description

Fill Factor (%)

Material Description

LOOSE MATERIAL

2.

3.

4.

Fill Factor (%)

BLASTED ROCK

Mixed Moist Aggregate

95 - 100

Well Blasted

80 - 95

Aggregate 3 mm

95 - 100

Average Blasted

75 - 90

3mm to 9 mm

90 - 95

Poorly Blasted

60 - 75

12mm to 20 mm

85 - 90

-

-

24mm and over

85 - 90

-

-

Field studies were carried out in same rock using
different blast designs for better results. Better
fragmentation resulted in reduction of average dig time
from 18.8 seconds to 12.2 seconds (35% reduction in
dig time), number of ‘6 pass loading’ increased from
23% to 60%, individual truck loading times reduced
from 3.24 minutes to 2.39 minutes (22% improvement
in loading time) and loading productivity increased
from 3261 MT/hour to 4213 MT/hour (22% increase in
productivity/hour). (Doktan5)
After a six-year field study at many sites, Thornton15
summarized his observations as under:
Explosive is a source of energy that is distributed in time
and space. Explosive charged in a drill hole are linear
sources (not point source) of energy. Initiation starts at
the bottom of the drill hole and acts on the lower half
of the bench. Bench blasts fired to a free face show a
curved profile with more movement in the lower half
of the bench than the upper part. Rock moves in the
direction of dynamic free face (path of least resistance)
and approximately perpendicular to the initiation
timing contours. Rocks with minimum resistance
begin to move first and in turn act on neighbouring
rocks resulting in bulk movement of the rock mass.
Rock at the top of the bench is not pushed directly by
explosive but either indirectly moved by collision from
other rocks or dragged along by the friction of moving
rocks below. The rock above the explosive column will
receive less energy and hence move less distance,
with greater movement in mid and lower levels of the
bench. Movement reduces near floor due to friction
from unbroken floor. Within the block being blasted,
there exists zones where movement is varied due
to the different dynamics in each zone. Sequence of
initiation affects movement and best sequence is the
‘echelon’ and benches must be planned to maximize
echelon sequence. Horizontal throw distance directly
related to powder factor (Figure-5).

square to staggered, explosive formulation, increasing
powder factor (kg/t) and uniformity of energy distribution
(Giltner and Koski8):

Figure-5: Blast showing more movement at middle and lower portions
of bench face and breakage due to flexural rupture (bending). Images
downloaded from Internet

5.

Blast improvement programme was carried out in an
iron ore mine in North America. Table-8 gives details
of advantages accrued in cycle times due to better
fragmentation achieved by changing drill pattern from
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Esen and Nagarajan7 have presented case studies of
successful use of advanced blasting model (Distinct
Motion Code - DMC) and electronic detonators to
customize muckpile height to 28 m to suit draglines (drill
hole depth 30-45 m) and creating by blasting a ramp
with muckpile having 10° slope to minimize preparation
by bulldozer. Casting was increased by 4%, re-handling
reduced from 45% to 30% and full length of coal strip
uncovered two weeks ahead of schedule are examples
of use of blasting technology for tailoring muckpiles as
per requirements.
January 2021
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Table-8: Improvements Observed by Changing Various Parameters
Shovel Bucket
26 & 27.5 m3
13 & 14.5 m3
6.

Easy Digging

Normal Digging

Hard Digging

Average

38.7 seconds

55.9 seconds

-

Std Deviation

10.8 seconds

17.0 seconds

-

Average

35.8 seconds

-

46.2 seconds

Std Deviation

8.3 seconds

-

11.5 seconds

7. REFERENCES

Excavator operator’s skill-expertise, digging-loading
strategy viz approach to loading the muckpile (Brunton
et al1) and willingness to fill bucket (Doktan5) have been
identified as crucial factors.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
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(rock
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and time within the rock mass being blasted), blast design,
blast geometry, drill hole pattern and initiation sequence
of drill holes have been identified as controlling factors
for good blast results. Muckpile height and throw distance
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energy of explosive and size distribution of fragments in
muckpile. Stemming (drill hole collar) zone is usually devoid
of explosive and larger fragments are generated from this
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Government engages consultant to assist coal
block allottees
Kolkata: Amid reports of poor progress in the
development of coal blocks, allotted to various entities
long ago, the Centre has engaged a consultant to
assist them to overcome challenges and make the
mines productive, an official said on Thursday. The
government intends to conduct the next round of
coal block auctions in January, he said. "Engaged a
consultant to guide the allottees to navigate through
the processes," Coal Ministry's additional secretary M
Nagaraju said at an event organised by mjunction.

-

-

-

Many blocks got stuck at various levels of progress, the
official said. He, however, did not divulge details of the
consultant. Mining companies often complain about
delays in getting environmental and other regulatory
clearances. The Centre had offered some coal blocks
to state gencos with a prospective production of 150160 million tonne a year, while 19 mines with a potential
of extracting 50-51 million tonne annually have been
auctioned for commercial mining.

-

The government is also taking strict actions against
entities for the slow progress of coal block development,
he said. According to him, coal will remain the main
source of energy for the next 30-35 years. "Coal energy
mix will remain at 46 per cent, and it may surpass 50
per cent as demand is growing," Nagaraju said.
PTI | Dec 17, 2020


-

India slips a spot in UN's human development
index, ranks at 131 now: 8 points
Human Development Index is the measure of a nation’s
health, education, and standards of living.

-

Dropping a spot further from its previous position,
India on Wednesday ranked 131 among 189 countries
in the 2020 human development index, according to
a report released by the United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP). India has been positioned at
131 out of 189 countries and territories, according to
the report. India had ranked 130 in 2018 in the index.
Human Development Index is the measure of a nation’s
health, education, and standards of living.

-

Here is everything you need to know:
According to the report, life expectancy of
Indians at birth in 2019 was 69.7 years. This is
a shade worse than India’s neighbouring country
Bangladesh which has a life expectancy of 72.6
years. The life expectancy in Pakistan at 67.3
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 22,
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years, the 2020 Human Development Report
said.
In the medium human development, countries
like India, Bhutan (129), Bangladesh (133), Nepal
(142), and Pakistan (154) were ranked, the report
said. India’s HDI value for 2019 is 0.645 which put
it in the medium human development category.
Excelling in Human Development yardstick,
Norway topped the index, followed by Ireland,
Switzerland, Hong Kong and Iceland.
The UNDP report states that indigenous children
in Cambodia, India and Thailand show more
malnutrition-related issues such as stunting and
wasting. ““In India different responses in parent
behaviour as well as some disinvestment in
girls’ health and education have led to higher
malnutrition among girls than among boys as a
consequence of shocks likely linked to climate
change,” the report said.
Decoding India’s rank, UNDP Resident
Representative Shoko Noda said the drop in
India’s ranking doesn’t mean “India didn’t do well
but other countries did better”. India can help
other countries too and lauded its commitment to
reduce carbon emissions, Noda said.
According to the report published by the United
Nations Development Programme on Tuesday,
India’s gross national income per capita fell to
USD 6,681 in 2019 from USD 6,829 in 2018 on
purchasing power parity (PPP) basis.
The report said evidence from Colombia to India
indicates that financial security and ownership of
land improve women’s security and reduce the
risk of gender-based violence, clearly indicating
that owning land can empower women.
Under the Paris Agreement, India pledged to
reduce the emission intensity of its GDP from the
2005 level by 33–35 percent by 2030 and to obtain
40 percent of electric power capacity from non–
fossil fuel sources by 2030, the report underlined.
“As part of the plan, the National Solar Mission
aims to promote solar energy for power generation
and other uses to make solar energy competitive
with fossil fuel–based options. Solar capacity in
India increased from 2.6 gigawatts in March 2014
to 30 gigawatts in July 2019, achieving its target
of 20 gigawatts four years ahead of schedule. In
2019, India ranked fifth for installed solar capacity,”
the report said.
Hindustan times | Dec 16, 2020
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An Overview of the Mineral and Mining Sector of India
and Roadmap Ahead
By Ranjit Choudhuri* and Arvind Mathur**

Abstract
In the backdrop of ever-increasing need for mineral resource development and mineral based mining/metallurgical industry in
the country, present paper attempts to take a holistic overview of the mineral prospecting status, the current contribution of the
mining sector to the national GDP and the heavy dependence on the import of mineral raw material. The paper also attempts to
take a brief review of status of mineral exploration in India vis-a-vis the international set-up and inter alia deals with the broad
physiographic pattern of the country, the geological impress thereupon, the current mineralogical endowment status and the future
mineral perspectivity regime in the international setup.
As a natural corollary, the paper also reviews the fluctuating mineral exploration policies over the last three decades including
the introduction of amendment in MMDR Act 2015 and the related auction policies, their impact and the tangible outcome
and in the process certain suggestions have been tendered to effect course corrections in the policy regime to materialize proper
identification and utilization of the latent mineral potential of the country.
Inter-twinned Relation between Mining and Human
Civilization
There is an inseparable linkage between the history of
evolution of the human civilisation right from the Neanderthal
stage (probably 5000 to 10000 years) onwards through
to the stone age, copper and bronze age, gold era, iron
age and the present highly evolved stage. The concurrent
history of progressive development in the search for locating
suitable rocks and minerals implying ancient prospection,
their consequent excavation, processing of rocks and
minerals smelting of metals to the current advanced state
of developments in the field of mineral exploration, mining
and metallurgy.
It has been maintained in authoritative quarters that
Neanderthals, like the early humans or Homo sapiens,
made an assortment of sophisticated tools from stone and
bones. These included small blades, hand axe and scrapers
used to remove flesh and fat from animal skin. (1)
Since the dawn of human civilization, people have
used mining techniques to access minerals in the surface
of the Earth. Discoveries have shown that flint pebbles were
extracted from deposits in France and Britain as far back as
the New Stone Age (2). Ancient Egyptians mined copper as
far back as 3000 BCE (3). India too as a country was one of
the ancient citadels of mining and has a glorious history and
heritage of mineral exploration, mining and smelting practices
for various important minerals and metals like lead, zinc,
copper and gold and other minerals (4). The presence of
extensive old workings indeed has often acted like gossans
(surficial geological features showing signatures of possible

mineralisation at depth) as the present guide of mineralisation
possibilities. Incidentally the chance discovery of one of the
largest lead zinc deposits, namely the Rampur and Agucha
in the Bhilwara District, Rajasthan, reckoned as the most
precious base metal deposit find of the century in India and
for that matter in the world was made by an inquisitive mind
of a young geologist following reconnaissance of one of the
ancient mine working sites only.
Physiography Diversity and Natural Resource Regime
in India
The broad physiographic configuration of India comprising of
the Archean Shield of Peninsular India, the enormous stretch
of Indo-Gangetic alluvium providing one of the most fertile
agricultural tract in the world juxtaposed perhaps as per the
isostatic re-adjustment by the towering and lofty Himalayan
Mountain range constituting Extra Peninsula - both floating
on the asthenosphere with differential density stratification
are classical example of balancing acts of the nature.
Paradoxically while we have such extensive arable land tract,
India’s fertiliser minerals endowment however is extremely
poor. Some-what analogous situation is all pervasive in most
of the Middle East countries, many of them by and large are
characterised by the acute shortages of potable water and
yet has been provided with an unimaginable quantity of oil
and gas resources.
India is endowed with significant mineral resources of certain
types. The nation produces 89 minerals out of which 4 are
fuel minerals, 11 metallic, and 52 non-metallic as well as

*Former Group General Manager, Rajasthan State Mines & Minerals; Udaipur; Hon. Member FIMI, <ranjitchoudhuri@gmail.com>.
** Vice President MSPL Ltd. Baldota <arvind.mathur@mspllimited.com>
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22 minor minerals. Besides, India ranked 3rd in production
of coal & lignite, barytes, and chromite, 4th in iron ore, 6th in
bauxite and manganese ore, 10th in aluminium and 11th in
crude steel in the World (5 & 6).

lodes of Mysore in Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh,
Jharkhand and Odisha, the copper ores of Sikkim and
Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, Jharkhand and Andhra
Pradesh, Manganese ores of Madhya Pradesh, Orissa
and Maharashtra, Chromite ores of Jharkhand, Orissa and
Karnataka, the banded hematite and quartzite containing
vast iron ore resources of, Jharkhand, Orissa, Madhya
Pradesh, Karnataka and Tamil Nadu, the lead zinc silver
ores of Rajasthan and the rare earth prospects associated
with carbonatite plugs and alkali syenite rocks in Rajasthan
and also in Tamil Nadu and Andhra Pradesh.

Although India possesses a wide range of minerals
types and in spite of the diversity of the types of mineral
resources, the per capita consumption of minerals however
remains significantly low. In spite of that, on account of the
sheer number of consumers and the relatively low level of
corresponding tonnages or volumes of per capita indigenous
mineral production, India remains heavily dependent on
import of minerals and metals. During the year 2017-18, the
indigenous production value of all major minerals was Rs.
58637.70 Crores as against which during the corresponding
years the value of minerals imported was Rs.434925.46
Crores (5). The enormous level of difference in the value
of indigenous major mineral production and the value
of the imported major minerals is a pointer to the level of
nation’s dependence on import of critically needed major
minerals and metals. This situation would alone dictate to
the necessity of enhancing indigenous mineral production to
be backed by serious mineral exploration efforts (6 & 7).

In terms of the diversity of the non-metallic mineral types
and to some extent metallic industrial minerals produced in
the country and their relatively higher potential to contribute
to GDP vis-a-vis metallic minerals and ores, the relevance of
the non-metallic sector in the national economy can hardly be
overlooked. The otherwise mostly low unit priced, Industrial
minerals per se with diverse variety contributes handsomely
to the national GDP (without taking recourse to their
cascading multiplier effect on economy and for that matter
in the GDP). Further the Non-metallic Industrial Minerals
(NMIM) are also the largest service and employment provider
(66%) in the mineral and mining sector for both semi-skilled
and skilled man power (7 & 8). The huge material use in
NMIM sector however does not generally find reckoning and
no mention are usually made about the extent of the nonmetallic minerals used in the construction of building and
infrastructure including decorative and dimensional stones.
Incidentally almost 50% global material use involves nonmetallic minerals represented by construction and building
materials.

Geological Potential in India Subcontinent
Indian subcontinent on account of its close Orogenic/
Metallogeny commonality involving the countries forming
part of the Gondwana land/Pangaea cannot be brushed
away as a fanciful imagination. Being part of the same
Pangaea, it may not be an utopian consideration that the
metallogeny history which characterised some of the
countries like Australia, South Africa and some of the Latin
American countries, all forming part of the Indo Australian
plate, African plate and South American Plate is bound
to have some of their reflection in India too, particularly in
terms of mineral occurrence pattern. By virtue of the above
referred analogy, the Precambrian cratons in the Indian
peninsula have offered potential for occurrence for almost
all the metallic minerals. The Aravalli (mountain range)
representing a classical example of true tectonic range- has
been the historical host of so many minerals, particularly
the base metals and fertiliser mineral resources. Going by
the analogy that the geology of the Precambrian cratons of
India is identical in many respects to some other mineral rich
countries as mentioned earlier, the likely hood of discoveries
of economic mineral prospects stand to reason.

In the backdrop of above, the adverse skewed ratio of proven
NMIM reserve to projected resource should be an area of
deep concern and needs to be addressed. Unfortunately,
the roles of the private mining sector which had effectively
been in the forefront of developing the NMIM have been
severely curtailed on account of present policy dispensation.
Moreover, private sector entities are well equipped to effect
improvement in the entire value chain of the NMIM. They are
also better poised to affect synthesis between product and
the end consumers.
Contribution of Mining Sector to Indian Economy
Mining is one of the major economic activities next only to
agriculture not only to India, but in many parts of the world.
Besides, being a vital area of economic activity, mining sector
opens up enormous employment potential in far flung remote
and in tribal areas. Since mining is essential for making
raw materials available for a vast spectrum of Industries, it
consequently ensures backward and forward linkages in the
economy more than any other sector. It may not be out of place
to mention that mining sector with employment elasticity,

Rajasthan forming part of the vast Precambrian shield of
the country and predominantly characterised by Proterozoic
mobile belts of Aravalli should be reckoned as by far one
of the most important repositories of minerals particularly
of base metals in the country. Similarly, the Dharwadian
schists and some of the igneous intrusives associated
with them constitute some of the very important mineral
bearing formations of India. They would include the gold
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creates around 13 times more employment than agriculture
and six times more employment than manufacturing (7 &
8). Indeed, Indian mining sector has the potential to create
more than 5 crore jobs by 2025 with appropriate skills
development and government support. Contribution to the
GDP exclusively from the mining sector in isolation of their
cascading effect is however low and thrived mostly below
2%, e.g. 1.93%, 1.83%, 1.85%, I.71%, 1.54%, 1.66% and
1.63% during the periods 2012-13 to 2018-19. In rupee term
they translate into Rs 1.775 lakh crores in 2012-13; Rs1.794
lakh cr. Rs1.946 lakh cr. Rs 1.963 lakh cr. Rs1.895 lakh cr.
Rs2.181 lakh cr. and Rs 2.29 lakh crores during the period
2012-to 2019 (excluding the contribution from petroleum
and natural gas product). It is interesting to note that in
comparison to the contribution of 1.63% to national GDP
(2018-19) in India, the corresponding contribution of mining/
mineral sector in South Africa and Australia respectively
was 7.50% and 6.99% respectively (9).

(2,690 sq km), molybdenum (6,000 sq km), coal &lignite
(60,215 sq km) and tin & tungsten (1,300 sq km), and bauxite
(32,520 sq km) (10). These areas obviously would need to
be explored on higher priority. In recent times GSI has also
come out with exploration details of 12 select minerals for
public consumption. It may not be exaggeration to mention
that India’s mineral endowment status is bright.
On the exploration front it is well known that there are various
phases of geological exploration and evaluation. Progressive
measures of geological evaluation involve conceptualisation,
hypothecations, study of regional geology, structure and
ore-genesis; petrological and mineralogical investigations;
mineralisation and trend evaluation; mineral resourcereserve assessment, consideration of geotechnical and
mining factors; diamond drilling; data capturing, capturing
of right data, their collation, synthesis and interpretation.
Therefore, in the various stages of mineral supply system
the exploration approach needs to be calibrated to the
domain specific expertise of the institutions and within the
constraints of financial engagement commensurate to the
risk factor inherent in the exploration of minerals.

This disparity would give rise to the attenuated questions
of the mineral supply and demand situation in India visa-vis some of the mineral rich countries of Latin America,
Canada, Australia and South Africa. Do they have anything
to do with the following issues: (1) Uncertain and slow growth of mineral prospectivity
status of the country
(2) Present situation is an outcome of the inadequate
mineral exploration
(3) Lack of proper mineral administration and
implementation of regulatory policies including the
multiple governing tax regime
(4) A combination of all the above three factors

It needs to be appreciated that mining is a highly speculative
industry in which significant amount of money is often
required to be spent based on very slender evidence of
mineral localisation. Consequently, there is limit to which
Government can commit to the risky venture capital for
exploration and mineral development projects, except for
the strategic atomic minerals.
In order to ensure higher allocation of funds for expeditious
exploration, the National Mineral Exploration Trust (NMET)
was constituted in the aftermath of the MMDR Amendment
Act 2015. Further it was mandated that every mining or
prospecting lessee or prospecting cum mining lessee will
pay a sum equivalent 2% royalty for respective mineral. Since
the constitution of NMET about 5 years’ time has lapsed
and it would be worthwhile to take a holistic assessment
of the outcome that could be achieved under NMET fund
disbursement. It would be worthwhile to appreciate that the
success ratio between sponsored exploration projects and a
specific mineral discovery could in the ratio of 100:1 or even
much more. Thus, for say 10 specific mineral discoveries
there could be necessity to sponsor 1000 -2000 exploration
programmes. The inherent risk elements in spending tax
payer’s money for such huge exploration expenditure could
be unimaginable. Earlier private sector used to step into
such risky ventures particularly in the green field exploration
for a specific mineral. The incentive that motivated them to
take such risky gambit was the latent hope that they could
eventually be the owner of their discovered mineral prospect
and in the process become the owner of the mines. The
present policy dispensation has closed access to such type
of exploration funding.

Mineral Exploration Scenario in India and International
set-up
Global mineral exploration scenario can broadly be
bifurcated under the head of bulk surficial deposits and
deep seated non-bulk mineral occurrences; and both the
groups require differential level of exploration measures.
During exploration and initial evaluation of a mineral
deposit, the main emphasis is placed on its geology and
estimation of ore reserve. Fortunately, courtesy GSI, we
already have excellent geological maps of the nation in
1:50000 scale constituting the effective and future basis of
national mineral exploration (9). This geological map has
been the basis for selecting about 5.75 lakh sq km of area
considered as mineralogically propitious or the Obvious
Geologically Potential (OGP) area out of which only 75,000
sq km has been explored in details. Further within the OGP
favourable areas for various mineral commodities have been
demarcated. These are Gold (1,02,890 sq km), diamond &
precious stones (3,00,000 sq km), base metals (1,81,150
sq km), Platinum Group Elements (PGE) (8,130 sq km),
iron ore (5,135 sq km), manganese (4,600 sq km), chromite
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The Table below would bring out the insignificant fund
allocation in mineral exploration in India with respect to
some listed countries (11 & 12).

and who invite private explorers, popularly known as
‘Junior Exploration Companies’ who raise finance in Stock
Exchanges through venture capital, to undertake the risky
mineral exploration jobs and provide incentives and baseline
geoscience data.

Country wise exploration expenditure (in billion USD)
Country

2012

2013

2014

2015 2016

2017

Canada

3.29

1.88

1.51

1.28

0.97

1.11

Australia

2.46

1.88

1.3

1.09

0.9

1.08

US

1.64

1.01

0.75

0.74

0.49

0.84

Russia

0.62

0.72

0.54

0.46

0.35

0.32

Mexico

1.23

0.87

0.75

0.54

0.42

0.48

Peru

1.03

0.72

0.54

0.54

0.42

0.56

Chile

1.03

0.87

0.75

0.69

0.42

0.64

0

0.43

0.3

0.35

0.28

0.16

China

0.61

0.57

0.7

0.54

0.42

0.40

Brazil

0.62

0.04

0.3

0.27

0.28

0.24

Argentina

0.62

-

-

-

-

0.16

-

-

0.3

0.13

0.14

-

Other
countries

7.15

5.44

3

2.57

1.88

2.16

Total

20.53 14.43 10.74

9.2

6.97 7.99.625

S Africa

DRC

Evolving Policies and their Impact on Mineral and
Mining Sector
Development of minerals and the mining sector rendered
it essential for promulgation of certain rules for better and
scientific management of the vital mineral resources segment.
The first set of rules for the grant of mineral concessions was
promulgated in 1844 and revised in 1899 and 1913 during
pre-independence period (9). The constitution of India came
into being on 28th January 1950. Regulation of Mines and
Mineral development came with the legislative spheres of
the Parliament by virtue of entry 54 list-1 of the seventh
schedule of the constitution. Mines and Minerals (Regulation
and Development Act 1948 amended as MMRD Act 1957)
and came into force on Ist June 1958. The comprehensive
mines and minerals development and regulation act MMRD
of 1957 was broadly followed for a long time till late eighties
when the policies governing Mineral Conservation and
Development Rules were formulated (1988). The national
mineral policy NMP was enacted in 1993.
The main policy thrust NMP 1993 was to decentralise the
government control on exploration inviting multi nationals to
participate in national mineral exploration. The MMRD Act
of 1957 was amended in 1999 following BB Tandon report.
The revised act provided for the first time Reconnaissance
permit (RP), besides provision of Prospecting License (PL).
This amendment resulted in unprecedented increase in the
number of applications of RP/PL, but they did not materialise
in any tangible form. Insensitive handling of the applications
at the state level and with centre often remaining as a mute
spectator to the fate of these applications, private sector
participation in the mineral exploration and mining sector
got a severe jolt in spite of having a progressive mineral
policy in place (10).

Therefore, the hitherto adopted exploration policy to get
all the national and state exploration job particularly the
exploration in green field areas, to be carried out exclusively
through Government Agencies like the GSI, MECL, State
Directorates of Mines and Geology Departments besides
the Central and State government undertakings, is not only
discriminatory, but counter-productive.

The National Mineral Policy was revised in March 2008 in
accordance with the recommendations of a high-power
committee known as Hoda Committee. The revised policy
offered for the first time private sector a primary role in the
mineral exploration and emphasised that ‘in order to make
regulatory environment conducive to private investment the
procedure for grant of mineral concessions of all types such
as Reconnaissance Permits (RP), Prospecting License
(PL) and Mining Leases (ML) shall be transparent and
seamless and security of tenure shall be guaranteed to the
concessionaires. The first-in time principle in the case of sole
applicants and the selection criteria in the case of multiple

It was observed that during the financial year 2017-18,
India’s annual exploration expenditure was approximately
US$ 0.17 billion by GSI, MECL and funds from NMET which
was much smaller than even a small country like Peru at US$
0.56 billion. Inadequate fund allocation towards exploration
indeed came in the way of significant new mineral deposit
discoveries and consequent mineral resource development
in the country (8). In the mineral resource-rich countries
like Canada, Australia, Peru, etc. the taxpayers’ money
unlike India is very sparingly spent on such risky ventures
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applicants will be appropriately elaborated. Prospecting and
mining shall be recognised as independent activities with
transferability of concession playing a key role in the mineral
sector development. Unfortunately, this policy remained only
in paper.

Further the above amendment act of 2015 also introduced
the payment for District mineral foundation (DMF)@30% of
the Royalty for ML granted before 12th Jan 2015 and 10% for
ML and PL cum ML acquired through auction on or after 12th
January 2015. Further there is a provision for Payment of
2% of royalty to national mineral exploration trust. The GST
payment has been pegged @ 18% of the royalty w.e.f. 01.07
2017. Indeed, the Indian mining sector has been burdened
with an unprecedented and unsustainable tax regime in the
aftermath of enactment of the new amendments of Mineral
auction rules of 2015.

The next and the most significant policy formulation of the
Government in recent times had been the amendment of the
MMDR Act, which governs the mineral sector of the country
(10). The amendment was affected from 12th Jan, 2015. It
follows from above that the rules and regulation acts form
part of a process which is evolutionary in nature. Some of
the salient provisions of the amendment would include•

All the mining leases granted before 12.01 2015 shall
be granted for a period of 50 years

•

Further all the mining lease granted before 12.01.2015
shall be deemed to have been granted for 50 years

•

The existing non captive mines shall be deemed
to be expiring on 31.03.2020 and captive mines on
31.03.2030

•

On the expiry of lease period the lease and captive
mines shall be put for auction but the captive mines will
have the right of first refusal

•

The grant of ML for notified minerals like bauxite, iron
ore, limestone and manganese ore shall be through
auction

•

In case of inadequate evidence of existence of mineral
contents for notified minerals in an area, PL cum ML
can be granted through auction

•

With the Prior approval of the Central Government grant
of prospecting cum mining lease can be considered
even for non-notified other minerals also by Auction

•

State Government can also consider grant of ML
involving non notified minerals for which there are
evidence of the existence of mineral contents

•

A provision for non-exclusive reconnaissance permit
(NERP) for non-notified minerals was made in which
however the permit holder shall not be entitled to make
any claim for PL cum ML. There were effectively no
taker of this move and the provision remained only in
paper

The high component of tax burden compounded with
unbearable procedural delays has rendered India as one of
the least favoured destination for investment in the mineral
exploration and mining sector. No business entity would opt
for undertaking such exploration and incur heavy costs unless
and until it is assured utilization of the resource discovered;
a prudent business venture would not like to incur the high
costs involved in exploration activities and then compete
for that resource in an open auction. The amendment was
proposed to bring transparency to the allocation of mining
licence process by auctions in place of allocation of RP/ PL/
ML on the first cum first basis- (FCFB). The image of the
entire mining fraternity was painted with a broad brush on
account of irregular allocation and mining practices carried
out both in the regulatory regime and also by some mining
entities involving fuel mineral and nonfuel minerals. The
other objective was to enhance the government revenue
which would be much more to what was being fetched by
Government through royalty (10).
The policy of development of the latent mineral resources
of the country through the involvement of only government
sponsored agencies marked the swing of pendulum from
one extreme to the other. The initiation of liberalization
policies in the Mineral and mining sector started in 1993 and
culminating in policies (2008) of introduction of RP system
on First cum first basis, allowing large scale prospecting
license etc. it is felt has been effectively scuttled with the
introduction of the provisions of MMRD act 2015.
Shift in Exploration Policies and Related Background
There has been a perception in the policy formulation level
that Private Sector has not accounted for them well when
given them the opportunity through provisions of RP/PL and
ML. It is however maintained that more than the role played
by the private sector agencies, one of the main reasons for
the exploration policy being not successful despite provisions
of MMDR Act as amended in December, 1999 was the nonproactive role played by the central and state administrative
and regulatory agencies in converting RPs into PLs and PLs
into MLs (8).

As per the provision of the above amendments in the Mineral
Auction Rules 2015, the successful bidder will be required to
make an upfront payment of 0.50% of the estimated value
of the resources in the lease area beside another 0.50%
amount of the estimated value of the mineral resources in
the lease area as performance security. Almost the same
provisions were rendered applicable for composite PL cum
ML licences. All the above payments were in addition to the
payment of mineral royalty which are highest in the world (8).
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The processing and clearing of applications took enormous
time at the State level and unfortunately to the detriment
of their own interest besides the interest of the developers.
Sooner the issues were addressed at the State level,
better would have been the outcome. Further the Central
Government being the custodian of the Act and Rules, has
the onerous responsibility to ensure that the States follow the
policy in true letter and spirit and adhere to time schedule by
simplifying procedures etc.

getting increasingly conspicuous is the exorbitant premium
paid by a limited captive mine owners to win some of the
auction blocks particularly the iron ore blocks .in other wise
discriminatory mechanism which enables and encourages
them to bid premium much higher than what merchant
miners can afford. Captive mine owners have the flexibility to
absorb the higher price in the end products and eventually
off load the otherwise unsustainable premium paid to the
end consumers. In the process what is getting encouraged
is the market dominance by a few select players.

The pre and post auction phase and the outcome
The related facts as could be secured from FIMI Source (8)
is reproduced as under: -

evolving phenomenon of Policies and Ways Forward
Very recently Ministry of Mines has considered mooting out
of some amendments in the provision of MMDR Act (10 &
13). The consideration to bring the amendments reflects the
Government’s firm intention to introduce allocation of PL/ML
or ML only through the Auction route. The above thoughtprocess of the Government is firmly rooted to two cardinal
underlying points that the auction route is transparent and
the Governments, both the State and Centre would get a
much larger share of revenue out of the auction proceeds.
The approach has apparently yielded some good initial
results involving auction of several such mineral blocks,
mostly consisting of shallow bedded deposits like coal,
iron and limestone etc. The auction root prima facie has
not provided any stimulus to the growth of the mineral and
mining sector of the country.

For coal blocks
•
During the periods spanning from 2006-2010 and
perods2010-2014 the no of RP Granted were74 and
49. After auction regime 2015-19 (till December) RP
granted was Nil
•
PL granted during the above corresponding periods
was 192 and 496 respectively. After auction regime 1
PL cum ML license granted during the period 20152019
•
Execution of ML during the above pre-auction period
during 2016-10 was 2754 mostly greenfield and during
2010-14 the corresponding figure was 494 (mostly
greenfield)
•
Post Auction period 2015 2019- only 5 (all brown fields)
- Source FIMI

The outcome of the very auction route and the related
policies have however not been altogether unblemished.
The policy has acquired a few tags like allowing “big fish
swallowing the smaller fish”, captive miner as the privileged
bidder, introduction of Non Exclusive Reconnaissance
Permit- NREP as a complete nonstarter and the tardy
progress in the pace of national mineral exploration
resulting from the all-pervasive and dogmatic accreditation
to only Government exploration departments/undertakings
for carrying out green field mineral exploration. So far what
has remained as an indeterminate issue related to the
unfavourable impact of this policy formulations over the last
5-6 years to the very growth trend of the Mineral Resource
and also of the Mining Sectors- is now slowly but surely
getting manifested. The very note attached to the letter of
the Ministry of Mines is a tacit admission of the above fact.

Status of Auction for Non-Coal Mineral blocks
Total concessions (including ML and PL cum ML) offered for
auction was 126
However, blocks that could be actually auction was74
including 9 PL cum ML; 65 ML (comprising of 45 green
field, 14 C category Iron ore mines in Karnataka, 6 leases
expiring in 2020.
Out of the above mentioned 9 PL cum ML lease offered
through auction, only one license could be executed.
Similarly, out of the 45 ML auctioned as green field
blocks, not a single ML could be executed till Dec 2019.
For remaining six leases of 14 C category iron ore mines
auctioned following the expiry of the ML in 2020, 5 mines
which witnessed on going operation till recent times were
auctioned. I incidentally the execution of these 5 blocks
could be under taken more expeditiously on account
of the fact that the forest and environment clearances
obtained earlier was automatically transferred in favour of
the successful bidder following Supreme court ruling on
the matter (source-FIMI, 8). Yet another uneasy concern is
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The above recent move of the Government involves
Redefining the Norms for Exploration for blocks to be
auctioned by way of lowering the level of exploration from
G3 to G4 for auction of Prospecting License cum Mining
Lease and seamless transfer from PL to ML. This proposal
must have stemmed out of the fact that as on date G3
level explored blocks are very few and the realization that
Government alone can’t do exploration for all minerals in the
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Country and thus the need for involvement of private sector
in exploration.

The present government has recognized the rights of those
explorers who had spent time and money and fulfilled
qualifying criteria under the amended MMDR Act 2015. The
same government gave the right of grant of PL or ML to
compensate for the risk undertaken by such explorers. This
allowed the companies to continue with their exploration
projects including seamless transfer to mining lease without
auction. Cancelling existing rights granted by the Government
could lead to litigation & delay the whole process of auction
and start of mining, and defeating the intended objective of
job creation and GDP growth. Following points are worth
considering before any decision is taken for scrapping
section 10 A 2 (b)
a. Legitimate cases of PL & ML under the Section are the
quickest to convert into Mining: Where the exploration
has already been completed and the applicant has
applied for ML are ready for being converted into active
mining project. In all the cases the applicant must have
got the Feasibility Report also completed after investing
in mineral beneficiation & metallurgical test works. Any
other route of allocation of these explored projects
(e.g. auction) shall result into long legal battle and shall
defeat the very purpose of increasing employment and
GDP contribution from mining.

Here it is worth mentioning that auctions of mineral blocks
with G4 level exploration will be “Wild Guess” for bidders.
In any bidding process more the information available the
better the bid. By reducing the norms, the Government
will be actually creating lower interest among bidders.
The objective of the Government of making more blocks
available will thus be defeated. Hence lowering the level to
exploration is not in the interest of auction regime. Rather,
Government should revisit the provisions related to NERP,
which has completely remained a non-starter, and involve
private sector in Greenfield exploration on the lines of
OALP as being successfully practised in oil block auctions.
Such policy should serve both the purposes. Where the
Government has already explored to G4 level shall continue
to bring these to G3 level and offer for auction. This will
command better premium. At the same time private sector
should be encouraged to invest into Greenfield exploration
and make more discoveries. Auction of such blocks, with first
right of refusal to explorers, shall not only have transparent
allocation but also earn equitable premiums. Merely lowering
the exploration level from G3 to G4 is not going to open
doors for new mineral discoveries and at the same time
Government shall be deprived of its true value in terms of
subdued auction premiums.
Another contentious area that has been considered in the
proposed amendment relates to resolving legacy issues.
Resolving Legacy Issues to move towards an auction only
regime for all mineral resources - Scrapping Section 10 A
2 (b) & (c) of the MMDR Act: The justification forwarded for
scrapping Sections 10 A 2 (b) is that Section 7 of MMDR Act
provides for a maximum of 5 years for converting a PL into
ML and thus all pending issues becomes “Legacy Issues”
which are proposed to be resolved through extinguishing
legitimate rights of explorers.
For all 10 A 2 (c) cases, the time limit of 2 years is already
expired. Only those cases which are pending for disposal
at various Courts including the Supreme Court remain live.
Thus, the decision on scrapping Section 10 A 2 (c) will be
subject to the Courts’ final decision.
For all 10 A 2 (b) cases, the objective of the Government is
to double the contribution of mining in the Country’s GDP
and create significant additional jobs in rural areas. This can
be achieved by granting mining leases to genuine cases,
where exploration has already been completed falling under
Section 10 A (2) (b) of the Amended MMDR Act 2015 as
deemed ML. In these cases mining can be commenced in
shortest period of time say within 12-24 months.
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 22,
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b.

“Substantial Time” has already elapsed due to inaction
of State & Central Governments: Substantial time has
elapsed since 2015 for disposal of such cases at the
State and Central Government levels. Eligible applicants
had applied for PL or ML within the stipulated time to
be eligible under this Section. It was the requirement
of State and the Centre to clear these cases. They
have not done that till now and thus it is the high time
that eligible cases are taken up for processing at high
priority.

c.

Legitimate Expectations are Rights: The eligible cases
of Section 10 A (2) (b) where the Concession holders
have qualified under the 4 points prescribed criteria
and have invested in exploration, have legitimate
expectation for grant of ML. Any attempt to delay or
deny the rights shall be challengeable in the courts of
law and if that happens, these explored mineral deposits
would otherwise remain unexploited for decades

e.

Policy flip-flop shall give negative signal to national &
international mining communities

f.

Two regimes – Auction & Non-Auction still co-exist:
If at all there is an attempt to bring all mines under
auction regime, it would not be possible because of the
reasons stated below:
(i)
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Pending Mining Leases which were cleared under
Section 10 (A) (2) (c), which were given 2 years
from date of enactment of MMDR Amendment
Act 2015 to execute lease deed, shall continue to
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operate for 50 years without paying any auction
premium.
(ii)

of MMRD act in 2015 along with introduction of Auction
policy of 2015. The above move has certainly provided
financial incentives to several State Directorate of Mines
Departments but the related exploration policies have not
only yielded any tangible incremental improvement in the
mineral resource status in the country which is following a
downhill path. Perhaps a time has come for a holistic and
critical trade off studies on the issue of profit maximisation
verses resource maximisation. The situation underpins the
need of an open and bold exploration policy initiated as has
been suggested.

Current operating mines are allowed to operate
till expiry of validity of their mining lease term. A
mining lease granted in 2014 would continue to
operate till 2064 without paying auction premium.
Here, the MMDR Act has recognized the rights of
existing leaseholders to continue to operate.

(iii) Second, all captive leases shall continue to
operate till March 2030 without auctions.
(iv) State mining companies (PSUs) still enjoy
immunity from auctions and have the rights of
getting mining leases without participating in the
auctions.
g.

h.

i.

j.
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Graduates are not stimulated to develop critical thinking
and analytical skills required by the mineral and mining
industry in the present digital and internationally
competitive regime. There is an evident need that
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pedagogy needs to be considered urgently (7).
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Status of the Indian mineral sector
M.H.R. Rao
September 15 is observed as Engineers day in the country
as a tribute to the memory of great engineer, administrator
and statesman Bharat Ratna Sir M. Visweswaraya, fondly
remembered as Sir MV. A good part of southern Karnataka
originally the princely State of Mysore had the good fortune
of having enlightened Rulers and able administrators
functioning as Dewan for the State. Sir MV was called
“Father of Modern Mysore State.” He encouraged private
investment in the industry during his tenure as Dewan of
Mysore. Sir MV’s words are worth recalling; I quote “large
enterprises carried out entirely with outside help will not
increase the capacity of our people or raise the status of
the country. And, unless in the fiscal and geographical area
known as Mysore the intelligence of the people and the
natural resources and the available capital act and react
on one another and with cumulative effect, the country
cannot be said to be making any permanent progress.” Let
me also recall the visionary words of Dewan Rangacharlu,
another administrator of Mysore“When all the world around
us is making marvelous progress, the 200 million people
of this country cannot much longer continue in their long
sleep simply following the tradition of their ancestors 200
years ago and earning a miserable subsistence ready
to be crushed in the first occurrence of a famine or other
calamities”. During their time you name an industry it was
in Mysore. Amongst the illustrious administrators of Mysore
State, Dewan Seshadri Iyer was the first to realize the
importance of mineral resources in improving the economy.
In 1894, he created a separate Department for conducting
geological and mineral surveys which grew to become the
world famous “The Mysore Geological Department”. That
was the time when even advanced countries of the west
had no geological surveys of their own. Although we have
witnessed spectacular changes on several fronts, the basic
economic conditions of about a third of the population of the
country have not changed much and lakhs of youth remain
unemployed. In this context let us consider the status of the
mineral industry in the country with particular emphasis to
gold mining.

being branded as a great polluting menace. In this context
the recent briefing to the press by the PM of Australia
Scott Morrison is worth quoting. Morrison while fiercely
defending the coal industry in Australia which produces a
third of global coal exports said “I am not going to write off
the jobs of thousands of Australians by walking away from
traditional industries. What we don’t do is engage in reckless
and job destroying economy- crunching targets which are
being sought”. This was in response to calls for more climate
friendly policies. This should remind us of our approach to
the mining of iron ore at Kudremukh which ranks among the
largest iron ore deposits in the world with over 700 Mt of
weathered ore and 450 Mt of primary BMQ. The uniqueness
of this mine was that it was highly mechanized and controlled
by computers with an annual production of over 20 Mt and
a pelletisation plant of 3 Mt capacity with ore concentrate
slurry being transported to Mangalore port by gravity. This
was one of the largest mines in Asia at the time of its closure
in 2002 due to its perceived threat to the local environment.
Similarly, the rich chromite mines of Naushahi belt in Orissa
were ordered to be closed as the area fell within the elephant
corridor of Boula forest region.
The observations of the doyen of earth sciences and mineral
Industry late Dr BP Radhakrishna are relevant here. In his
book “Mineral Resources of Karnataka” Dr.Radhakrishna
lamented about the state of mineral industry in the country.
The following is a quote from his book. “India became
independent of British hegemony in 1947. In the first flush
of Independence there was a big spurt in activity in the
field of mineral development. A new industrial policy was
announced. The GSI was greatly expanded. Circle offices
were opened in all the States of the Indian Union. The
Indian Bureau of Mines was established in 1948 on the
lines of U.S.Bureau of Mines and the Mines and Minerals
(Regulation & Development) Act was promulgated. As a
result of the federal financial integration the State of Mysore
which had till then its own progressive mineral policy had to
fall in line with central legislation. The autonomy of the State
in the grant of mineral concessions came to an end killing
all initiative on the part of the State. Lack of technology and
managerial skills in handling large size operations, too much
centralized bureaucratic control and heavy interest charges
landed most of the industries in trouble. Mineral development

Minerals are a great resource for the economic progress
of any nation. Our country is endowed with abundant
resources of variety of major minerals but stagnation has
set in both the exploration sector as well as mining of nonbulk mineral resources. Added to these, of late, the country
is facing a threat to mineral extraction almost to the extent of

Former Director (Technical) BGML, KGF
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did not improve the living conditions of the people and mining
industry generally remained sadly neglected and stagnant”.

known occurrences of gold in the country. According to this
publication 22 potential primary gold deposits in the country
hold great promise for mining of which 10 are located in the
state of Karnataka. Out of all these areas only two areas,
namely, Kolar Gold Field and Hutti Gold Field were opened
for mining. After the closure of Kolar Gold Mines in the year
2001, Hutti gold mine is the only operating mine left in the
country now.

There has been frequent changes in mineral policy leading
to a lot of confusion. The current scenario is that in spite
of the country being endowed with rich major and minor
minerals there are today lesser number of mines operating,
contributing a paltry 2% from the mineral sector to the GDP
while countries like South Africa contribute over 7%. Recently,
at a crucial meeting of the Union Minister of Coal & Mines
with the CM of Karnataka the primary subject of discussion
was the concern with respect to the revenue generation
for the State and central government. A committee is to be
formed to discuss and recommend the royalty or premium
the State and the central PSUs should pay. Based on the
request of the CM the present royalty of 15% has been
enhanced by another 22.5% to 37.5%. Royalty will be levied
retrospectively. No other, more important subjects, such as
opening of new mines or revival of old mines such as the
Kolar gold field and improving the performance of existing
mines to increase output and revenue were discussed.
In response to this retrograde administrative decision, Mr
DV Pichamuthu, an eminent Mining Engineer and former
president of FIMI, in his note presented to the MEAI
Bangalore Chapter observed “With this rate of royalty one
must write the epitaph of mining. DMF & NMET will also go
up proportionately. Further, there is an additional 10% tax
applicable only on Karnataka and Goa. RIP Mining”.

With the reigning high gold prices it may be worth having a
relook at all the gold prospects in the country. The price of
gold was less than Rs 2 per gram in 1931 and rose to about
Rs 9.75 by 1949. The ruling price today is around Rs 5,000
per gram. At this price even marginal grade gold deposits
will become payable, and there is an urgent need to have a
relook at all the old workings from Wynad area in Kerala in
the south to Lawa, Mayasara and Kondarkocha deposits in
the State of Jharkhand in the north. It is reported that Lawa
Gold Mine in Jharkhand was worked for over 20 years and
recovered substantial quantities of gold. The report states
that the bulk samples collected by Dutta and Arogyaswamy
of the GSI in 1949 showed values ranging from 11.8 g/t in
the Balukhad section. Some of the samples recorded as
high as 22.7 g/t. The average grade of ore treated from the
mine appeared to be 6.8 g/t as inferred from the amount of
gold recovered by the company.
Looking at the way gold mining has been treated in the
country, in spite of its importance, is a matter of concern and
difficult to comprehend any justification in closing mining
operations at KGF. The Reserves according to official records
of 1990 was 6,700,000 Mt at a grade of 4.9 g/t with a total
metal content of 33,879 kg. The cost of production which
was around Rs 610 / Mt in the year 1981 with a production
of 1409 kg of gold shot up to Rs 2411 / Mt by 1990 when the
production dropped to 589 kg. Once again, there is a talk of
reopening the KGF operations. It is doubtful whether it will
be possible at all to reopen the old mines as the mines are
flooded and requires major changes in the power supply as
all the machinery were run on 25 Hz power generation and
the supply is now discontinued.

In the year 1993 the first National Mineral Policy was
announced. The important reform was throwing open
of certain minerals specified under the First Schedule
including precious metals, base metals etc., for private
participation. This was a welcome change and there was
a flood of applications from both Indian and foreign mining
and exploration companies seeking Prospecting Licence
and Mining Lease. Despite many prominent new discoveries
of gold, diamond and base metals, years of delay in granting
approvals and dishonoring the legally vested rights prevented
the development of the discoveries into mines. Unfortunately,
there has been very little change in the last 5 years in respect
of mining of the import-dependent minerals and metals such
as gold, diamond, copper and other strategic minerals.

Notwithstanding the losses suffered in the last five eventless
years with regard to import-dependent minerals and metals,
it is hoped that the mining industry, especially gold mining,
will be given its rightful place now for the benefit of the
nation. This will have unlimited employment potential. It will
be good if a separate division for gold is formed under the
Ministry of Mines both at the Centre and State so as to have
a relook at all the old workings and ready-to-mine prospects
in the country.

History of gold mining in India has been highly eventful with
many firsts since the prehistoric days. Ancient workings dot
the entire landscape of the country especially in southern
India. Many of the old workings are extensive and have
reached great depths beyond the water table. M Ziauddin
and S Narayanaswami of the GSI have brought out an
exhaustive Memoir in the year 1974 documenting all the
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The MMDR Act 2015 is Anti Atmanirbhar Bharath
The Auction mode of granting ML under MMDR Act 2015
has led to skewed development of India's Mineral Resources. It has killed Exploration in the country in the last 6 years.
It has dried up FDI. It has led to flight of Mineral-focused
capital to overseas Mineral-business -friendly destinations.
Mineral conservation and Zero waste mining are confined to
Rule books. Auction favoured highest bidders to go for selective and high grade ore mining to fulfill their commitment
to share irrationally high revenue with the States. It will sure
happen in case of non-bulk Metal Resources. The Act has
vested the country's major bulk Mineral Resources, the so
called Notified Mineral Resources in the hands of a few. The
Act has pegged widespread participation of the citizens and
indigenous companies in Mineral Exploration and Mining. It
took away the citizens fundamental right to select areas and
file applications seeking grant of Licences. The Act led to
Resource Nationalism. It Has led to steep hike in steel price.
Auction would further lead to steep increase in other metal
commodity prices. So much for the Auction mode of granting. So much for the Auction obsessed Ministry of Mines.
The Act is Anti Atmanirbhar Bharath.

Obituary
Shri M.N.P. Singh
(27.11.1945 to 24.11.2020)
Shri
Mukha
Narayan
Prasad Singh (LM.NO:809/
Ahmedabad) passed away on
24.11.2020 at Ahmedabad due
to heart failure. He hailed from
village Surwalia( Siwan, Bihar)
but settled at Ahmedabad in
1998.
He obtained Diploma in Mining from Koenjher Mining School,
Odisha and First Class Manager Certificate of Competency.
He worked at M/s Almora Magnesite - Pithoragarh , Dalmia
Cements Jalpa - Rohtas , Digvijay Cement - Sikka, Gujarat
for over 30 years. He is survived by his wife Smt Shanti
Singh and three sons i.e. Manoj (Shree Cement, Beawer,
Raj), Saroj (Primetals, Mumbai) and Dr Vinod (UAB,
Alabama, US). All the three sons were with him at the time
of his death. He had significant contribution to Saurashtra
mineral based industries and MEAI VP Chapter. He loved
his co-workers and supported them. The members of the
Mining Engineers’ Association of India extend their heartfelt
condolences to his bereaved family and pray for his soul
rest in peace.

Dr VN Vasudev
17-12-2020
Dear Sir,
This is with reference to the news item in the MEJ issue
of December 2020. The Coal and Mines Minister has stated that the Centre is coming out with mining reforms in a
month.

Obituary

Shri Jagdish C Ojha
(10-06-1929 - 23.11.2020)

The so-called “reforms" include the removal of Sections
10A(20(b) & (c). Actually, these sections were among the
few progressive elements in the MMDR Act as amended in
2015. However, by design, not a single case among the hundreds which were pending for 5 full years was cleared by the
Centre as well as the State governments. Now, the Centre
wants to do away with these provisions when the parties
have spent millions of man-hours and hundreds of crores
in reconnaissance and prospecting. All this is being done to
fulfil the government's greed to earn big money by auctioning the concessions.

Shri Jagdish C Ojha (LM.
NO:633/Ahmedabad), was a
graduate of the Indian School
of Mines, Dhanbad. He had a
successful professional career
with Coal India Ltd. at Satgram
Area, Jogta, Chanch/ Victoria
and Barakar- Begunia Coal
Belts in West Bengal and Bihar.

In his professional career span he supervised both Open
Cast and Underground Mines. He was an active member of
the Lions Club and the Calcutta Management Association.
He later moved to Ahmedabad (Gujarat) where he
became a Mining Consultant with an RQP Certificate for
preparation of Mining Plans. He was a member of the MEAI,
Ahmedabad Chapter. His friends and colleagues remember
him as a soft-spoken and a thorough gentle man. He, aged
91, peacefully left for the heavenly abode on 23rd November
2020 at Ahmedabad. The members of the Association
extend their heartfelt condolences to his bereaved family
and pray for his soul rest in peace.

To call this action of the government as "reforms" is a travesty of justice and will send out a very negative signal to
the investing community, particularly the foreign ones. MEAI
should come out strongly to oppose this proposal as I am
sure that the matter will end up in court and the prospect of
jobs for mining engineers will recede.
Yours sincerely,
D.V. Pichamuthu
9-12-2020
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Ahmedabad Chapter
Indian Mining Day was celebrated on 1st November 2020.
MEAI is taking lead in conducting Indian Mining Day and
is celebrated to discuss about the present scenario,
technological advancement, discussing the various issues
related to mining industry and for future developments. The
Ahmedabad Chapter along with its local centers celebrated
Indian Mining Day by holding a webinar on the topic “Net
Zero Mining”.

Shri H. K. Joshi, Vice President of the Chapter summarized
the webinar and proposed the Vote of Thanks. Local
Centers of MEAI also celebrated Indian Mining Day at their
Projects.
Bangalore Chapter
Webinar on Decoding Occupational Safety, Health and
Working Conditions Code 2020 (OSH&WC Code 2020)
The Bangalore Chapter organised a National Webinar on
18th December 2020 on Decoding Occupational safety,
Health and Working Conditions Code 2020.

Shri A. K. Garg, Chairman of the Chapter delivered the
welcome address. Shri Swagat Ray, GM (P) Rajpardi made
an interesting presentation covering Net Zero Mining towards
Green Economy.

Shri Dhananjaya G. Reddy, Chairman - Bengaluru Chapter
extended a warm welcome to Mr. Sanjay Kumar Pattnaik,
President, MEAI & the Chief Guest, Mr. K. Madhusudhana,
Vice President-1, Mr. M. Narsaiah, Secretary General,
MEAI and guests of honour, distinguished speakers of the
day – Mr. Muralidhar Bidari, DMS, Bengaluru Region and
Mr. K. Venugopalaswamy, DDMS, Bengaluru and Mr. A. R.
Vijay Singh, Chartered Accountant, MEAI members and
participants. He emphasised the importance of the webinar
as the Act of Parliament was notified on 29th September
2020 after the assent of the President of India and is yet to
come into force. The draft rules were also notified on 19th
November 2020 and comments from the stake holders were
sought. He also gave a brief introduction of the speakers
of the day. The workshop was attended by around 100
participants and it was sponsored by M/s. Vedanta Ltd. and
M/s. R. Praveen Chandra, ERM Group of Companies.

Shri Md. Rafiq Sayeed, Director of Mines Safety, Ahmedabad
& Udaipur Region delivered a presentation on OSH &
working conditions code with reference to existing Mines
Act 1952. On Occupational Safety, Health and Working
Conditions Code, 2020 he explained about new provisions
added in OSH & Working Condition Code 2020.

Mr. M. Narsaiah, in his introductory address gave a brief
account of the new law and mentioned that the new Act has
merged 29 labour laws into four Codes and has subsumed 13
old Acts and 622 sections into four codes and 143 sections
covering wages, Social Security, Industrial relations, and
occupational safety, health & working conditions. Mr. K.
Madhusudhana congratulated the Bangalore Chapter for
organising this important webinar and referred the it as
one of the vibrant Chapters. He mentioned that the new
Act provides measures to ensure safe and healthy working
environment for every working person, which in turn will
have a positive impact on productivity and economic and
social development. Mr. Sanjay Kumar Pattnaik appreciated
the Bangalore Chapter for organising webinars on various
themes. He has emphasised the importance of the welfare of
the workers, which will bring a lot of dividends to companies.
He has highlighted some of the important aspects of the
new Act, such as single registration, simpler database,
employment of women, working hours, definition on contract
labours, inter-state migrant works etc.
Over 70 delegates from Gujarat mining industry, mining
contractors’ and students participated in this webinar.
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Hutti Kalaburagi Chapter

detailed presentations on various sections and clauses of the
new Act. They pointed out that the Act is applicable to mine
even in case one worker is employed, whereas in all other
establishments with 10 or more workers. They also dealt in
detail various definitions, welfare measures, hours of work,
about inter-state migrant worker, special provisions relating
to employment of women and contract labour, maintenance
of registers & records, offences & penalties, constitution of
Advisory board etc. They have also brought out some of
the dissimilarities amongst the parallel provisions of Mines
Act 1952 & OSH & WC Code 2020 such as introduction of
Inspector-cum-Facilitator, increase in number of diseases
from 8 to 29 and amount of penalty for non-compliance.
The presentation was followed by a brief discussion and few
points were clarified by the DMS.

Indian Mining Day celebrations
Indian Mining Day was celebrated on 1st November 2020 at
Group Vocational Training Centre, Hutti Gold Mines Co. Ltd.
Mr. P Suresh, Mine Manager HGML and Mr. Safiullah Khan
vice-president, MEAI H-K chapter were the chief Guests on
this occasion. The program started with its traditional lightning
the lamp by the chief Guest and Executive members. Mr.
Kumar Mohan Singh gave the welcome address.
Mr. T. Jagadeesh, Dy. Manager (Mining), narrated the
pledge which was followed by all the members present. Sri.
Safiullah Khan addressed the gathering on the theme of
“NET ZERO MINING". Sri. P. Suresh, Mine Manager, HGML
also addressed the gathering on this occasion. It was also
discussed on how to make the H-K chapter more vibrant by
conducting seminars, workshops, technical presentation on
regular basis. The program ended with vote of thanks by Mr.
Kumar Mohan Singh.

Mr. Vijay Singh presented some of the issues and challenges
in the Act and the draft rules. He gave brief background,
constitutional provisions and difference between an Act
and Code. According to him the salient features include
move towards e-filing and e-compliances, transgender
employment, ushering in self-governance or assessment
models, thrust on inter-state migrant workers and reference
to pandemic situation. He has critically analysed the Code
and identified the gaps and inconsistencies with the Acts and
Laws it supersedes. He has pointed out the absence in the
Act the applicability/extend to India; absence of specification
of qualifications, duties and conditions of service of Welfare
officer; issues in appointment of Managers; powers of
Inspector cum facilitator, etc.
He mentioned that the Draft OSH & WC Rules, 2020
supersedes the Mines Rules, 1955, The Mines Rescue
Rules, 1985, The Mines Vocational Training Rules, 1966,
The Pithead Bath Rules, 1959 and The Mines Creche Rules,
1966. Mr. Dhananjaya G. Reddy suggested that we could
have a separate webinar on the Rules, due to shortage of
time. The participants were requested to send their queries
and suggestions, which will be forwarded to the Director of
Mine Safety for clarification. The meeting concluded with
vote of thanks by Mr. N. Rajendran, the Secretary, Bengaluru
Chapter.

Taking IMD Pledge

Lighting of Lamp
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IMIC Professional Development Mandatory Course Schedule
Organised by

MEAI & NACRI for Registration of prospective CPs
Date

From

04-01-2021

02:00 PM
02:10 PM

06-01-2021

08-01-2021

11-01-2021

13-01-2021

15-01-2021

18-01-2021

20-01-2021

22-01-2021

25-01-2021

27-01-2021

29-01-2021

To

Topic

Speaker-1

Speaker-2

:

02:10 PM

Introduction to the course

Dr Srikant A

Dr PV Rao

:

03:00 PM

Introduction to MEAI/ NACRI/ IMIC/ Code of Ethics

Dr PV Rao

Dr Srikant A

03:05 PM

:

04:00 PM

Scope of IMIC

Dr Abani Samal

Dr Srikant A

04:05 PM

:

05:00 PM

Competence and Responsibility

T N Gunaseelan

S Chattopadhyay

02:00 PM

:

02:55 PM

Reporting Terminology

Dr Srikant A

Dr Abani Samal

03:00 PM

:

03:55 PM

Appendix 1 - Generic Terms and Equivalents

Deepak Rathod

Dr Abani Samal

04:00 PM

:

04:55 PM

Table 1 and Table 2

Deepak Rathod

Dr Abani Samal

02:00 PM

:

02:55 PM

Best Practices in Report Writing

T N Gunaseelan

S Chattopadhyay

03:00 PM

:

03:55 PM

Best Practices in Geotechnical Engineering

Dr Srikant A

04:00 PM

:

06:00 PM

Evaluation Unit 1

Dr PV Rao

Dr Srikant A

02:00 PM

:

02:55 PM

Reporting of Exploration Targets

Deepak Rathod

Dr Abani Samal

03:00 PM

:

03:55 PM

Reporting of Exploration Results

Deepak Rathod

Dr Abani Samal

04:00 PM

:

04:55 PM

Assessment and Reporting Criteria

Deepak Rathod

Dr Abani Samal

02:00 PM

:

02:55 PM

Reporting of Mineral Resources

Dr AK Sarangi

Kuldeep Solanki

03:00 PM

:

03:55 PM

Mineral Resource Classes and Selection

Dr AK Sarangi

Kuldeep Solanki

04:00 PM

:

04:55 PM

Accuracy of Estimates and Assessment criteria

Dr AK Sarangi

Kuldeep Solanki

02:00 PM

:

02:55 PM

Best Practices in Exploration

Deepak Rathod

S Chattopadhyay

03:00 PM

:

03:55 PM

Best Practices in Mineral Resource Estimation

Dr AK Sarangi

Kuldeep Solanki

04:00 PM

:

06:00 PM

Evaluation Unit 2

Dr PV Rao

Dr Srikant A

02:00 PM

:

02:55 PM

Reporting of Mineral Reserves, Mineral Reserve Classes and Selection

Dr Srikant A

TN Gunaseelan

03:00 PM

:

03:55 PM

Assessment and Reporting Criteria

Dr AK Sarangi

TN Gunaseelan

04:00 PM

:

04:55 PM

Reporting of Coal Exploration Results, Resources and Reserves

TR Rajasekhar

S Chattopadhyay

02:00 PM

:

02:55 PM

Technical Studies - Scoping, PFS and FS

Dr Srikant A

Pankaj Satija

03:00 PM

:

03:55 PM

Guidelines for Technical Studies

TN Gunaseelan

Dr AK Sarangi

04:00 PM

:

04:55 PM

Estimating Capital Costs and Operating Costs

TN Gunaseelan

Dr Srikant A

02:00 PM

:

02:55 PM

Best Practices in Technical Studies - Drilling, Sampling, Storage

S Chattopadhyay

Kuldeep Solanki

03:00 PM

:

03:55 PM

Best Practices in Technical Studies - Mine Design

Dr Srikant A

TN Gunaseelan

04:00 PM

:

06:00 PM

Evaluation Unit 3

Dr Srikant A

Dr PV Rao

02:00 PM

:

02:55 PM

Reporting of Metal Equivalents, Commodity Pricing and Marketing

Pankaj Satija

Deepak Rathod

03:00 PM

:

03:55 PM

Resource plus Reserve and Total Material; Issue of RPEEE

Deepak Rathod

Pankaj Satija

04:00 PM

:

04:55 PM

Community and Sustainability Issues; Permitting and Legal Issues

Pankaj Satija

Deepak Rathod

02:00 PM

:

02:55 PM

Appendix 3 - Reporting of Mineralised Fill, Pillars, Stockpiles, Dumps and Tailings

Deepak Rathod

Dr Abani Samal

03:00 PM

:

03:55 PM

Appendices 5, 6, 7: Reporting for Gemstones, Industrial Minerals and Construction Materials

Deepak Rathod

Pankaj Satija

04:00 PM

:

04:55 PM

CRIRSCO Template 2019

Dr PV Rao

Pankaj Satija

02:00 PM

:

02:55 PM

Best Practices in Quality Control

S Chattopadhyay

Kuldeep Solanki

03:00 PM

:

03:55 PM

Report Layout and Content

Dr Srikant A

Dr PV Rao

04:00 PM

:

06:00 PM

Evaluation Unit 4

Dr PV Rao

Dr Srikant A

Note: For any further queries, please contact Dr PV Rao at drpvrao@gmail.com/ editor.mej.meai@gmail.com or Dr A Srikant at mgsrikant@gmail.com. Please refer MEJ December 2020 issue for Full details on CP registration procedure.
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conferences, seminars, workshops etc.
India

Contact:https://conferenceindex.org/event/internationalconference-on-mining-engineering-and-applications-icmea2021-february-istanbul-tr

22-24, Jan 2021: 5th Exhibition cum conference on Steel.
Organised by Federation of Indian chambers of commerce
& Industry (FICCI) along with the Ministry of Steel. Venue:
Mumbai Exhibition Centre, Mumbai, India. Contact Mr. Arpan
Gupta, Deputy Director & Head, Mines & Metals, FICCI,
Mobile: +91 98 1057 2331, E-mail : arpan.gupta@ficci.com,
ekta.ficci@gmail.com
Abroad

22-23 Feb 2021: Future of Mining | Australia 2020. Venue:
Sofitel Sydney Wentworth, 61-101 Phillip St, Sydney NSW
2000, Australia. Contact: Phone: +61 2 9228 9188
15-17 Mar 2021: Underground Operators Conference
2021. Venue: Perth, Australia. Organized by AusIMM,
Ground Floor, 204 Lygon Street, Carlton South, Victoria
3053 Australia. Telephone: +61 3 9658 6100

07-08, January 2021: ICMT 2021: International Conference
on Mining Technologies. Tokyo, Japan. Contact: https://
panel.waset.org/conference/2021/01/tokyo/program

28-30 Apr 2021: Life of Mine Conference 2021. Venue:
Brisbane, Australia. Organized by AusIMM, Ground Floor,
204 Lygon Street, Carlton South, Victoria 3053 Australia.
Telephone: +61 3 9658 6100.

07-08, January 2021: ICRARSE 2021: 15. International
Conference on Recent Advances in Rock Slope
Engineering. Tokyo, Japan. Contact: https://waset.org/
recent-advances-in-rock-slope-engineering-conference-injanuary-2021-in-tokyo

New Online Course on Introduction to Blasting by
Edumine. Course details: Presenter - Dr. Anthony Konya.
Duration: 3 hours, Learning Credits: PDH 3.0, Format: Short
video modules. For registration contact. News@edumine.
com

14-15, January 2021: ICAEG 2021: International
Conference on Advances in Engineering Geology.
Bali, Indonesia. Contact: https://waset.org/advances-inengineering-geology-conference-in-january-2021-in-bali

23 – 25 June 2021: MILL OPERATORS CONFERENCE
2021. Online conference organized by AusIMM Brisbane,
Australia

14-15, January 2021: ICMST 2021: 15. International
Conference on Mining, Science and Technology. Zurich,
Switzerland. Contact: https://waset.org/mining-science-andtechnology-conference-in-january-2021-in-zurich

1 – 2 July 2021: MINE WASTE AND TAILINGS
CONFERENCE 2021. Online conference organized by
AusIMM Brisbane, Australia

18-19, January 2021: ICAHGEG 2021: 15. International
Conference on Advances in Hydrogeology, Geological
Engineering and Geotechnics. Rome, Italy. Contact:
https://waset.org/advances-in-hydrogeology-geologicalengineering-and-geotechnics-conference-in-january-2021in-rome

26 – 27 Jul 2021: OPEN PIT OPERATORS CONFERENCE
2021. Online conference organized by AusIMM Perth,
Australia
28 – 29 Sep 2021: NEW LEADERS CONFERENCE
2021. Online conference organized by AusIMM Brisbane,
Australia

11-12, February 2021: ICEGGE 2021: 15. International
Conference on Engineering Geology and Geotechnical
Engineering. Barcelona, Spain. Contact: https://waset.
org/engineering-geology-and-geotechnical-engineeringconference-in-february-2021-in-barcelona

8 – 10 Nov 2021: IRON ORE CONFERENCE 2021. Online
conference organized by AusIMM Perth, Australia
6 – 8 Dec 2021: INTERNATIONAL FUTURE MINING
CONFERENCE 2021. Online conference organized by
AusIMM Perth, Australia

15-16, February 2021: International Conference on Mining
Engineering and Applications ICMEA. Istanbul, Turkey.
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